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PREFACE

. A physically realizable channel is "noisy", in any 
digital communication system and there is always a possibil
ity of the occurrence of errors during the data transmis
sion. In 1948, C . E. Shannon developed a theory called 
information theory which proved mathematically that the 
probability of errors can be made arbitrarily small with a 
proper coding scheme provided that the transmission rate 
does not exceed the channel capacity. Since the appearance 
of this theory, a great deal of study has been done in 
devising effective "error-detecting" and "error-correcting" 
codes in an effort to develop reliable communication 
systems. ■

In 1955, P • Elias introduced new codes called "con
volutional codes" which differ from other existing codes in 
that they are not block codes! In a convolutional code, the 
block of N code digits generated by the encoder in a par
ticular time unit depends not only on the block of K message 
digits fed in that same time unit but also on a certain 
number of message blocks (M-l blocks) in the previous time 
units..' That is, M blocks of message digits are always con
strained within an encoder to contribute to the generation 
pf the code block in that time unit. This number, M, is 
called "constraint l e n g t h . E a c h  time a new message block 
enters the encoder, the oldest block is shifted out from,,the 

' iii .
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encoder.-' This operation might "be viewed figuratively as if 
the "constraint window" is shifted each time in a similar 
fashion to that in convolution integrals, hence the name of 
the codes. -

Over the past decade, convolutional codes have been 
used in numerous communication channels with better per
formance than block codes with the same order of complexity. 
There are two different approaches for decoding convolutional 
codes: algebraic decoding and probabilistic decoding. While 
the former method is based on the algebraic structure of the 
individual convolutional code, the latter utilizes the sta
tistics of the communication channel to be employed for its 
advantage in decision making.

This probabilistic decoding, until recently, was done 
solely by the sequential decoder invented by J. M. Wozencraft 
in 1957» and developed into the Fano and the stack decoding 
algorithms in 1963 and 1966, respectively. .

In 1967, A. J . Viterbi proposed a new probabilistic 
decoding scheme which was soon shown to yield maximum like
lihood decisions. Since the complexity of this scheme is 
almost exponentially proportional to the constraint length, 
only codes with relatively short constraint length are of 
practical interest. For many data transmission systems this 
maximum likelihood decoding method, generally called the 
"Viterbi algorithm," is very attractive because of its opti
mality.



- V
Over the past few years, some results have been pre

sented concerning the performance of the Viterbi algorithm 
in an. attempt to evaluate the physical feasibility of the 
algorithm in comparison with various other decoding schemes. 
The project reported here is one of such attempts conducted 
by the use of digital computers for simulating, the Viterbi . 
decoding algorithm in the digital communication system.

The purpose of this paper is to present some simula
tion results along with a discussion of the algorithm as 
well as to provide detailed description and documentation of 
the software used in the simulation. The work presented 
here has been made possible through extensive use of the 
CDC 6400 digital computer and the DECsystem-10 (Model 10?0) 
computer at the University of Arizona Computer Center (UCC).

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. L. 
C. Schooley under whose generous guidance and advice as a 
thesis director this work was accomplished. J. O ’Connor's 
constant help in checking manuscript and providing advice in 
many aspects have been greatly appreciated. B. Huey’s 
assistance in developing Model-1» a prototype of the simu
lation packages presented here, was indispensable. Finally, 
the author was assisted numerous times by the consulting 
staff at,UCC whenever the computer refused to execute the 
program. • .
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ABSTRACT

Simulation software for maximum likelihood decoding
of convolutional codes (generally known as the Viterbi

!
algorithm) is developed.

In order to reduce the computer time required, an 
event stepped simulation scheme is devised along with the 
conventional time stepped simulation. These two sets of 
simulation software are described in detail to allow for 
possible future modifications.

A brief review of the Viterbi decoding algorithm is 
presented to help the reader follow the software logic. The 
algorithm for the event stepped simulation employed here is 
also discussed.

Some simulation results performed on the CDC 6400 
and the DEC-10 digital computer are presented.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

These programs have been developed for use on proj
ects to analyze the performance of the Viterbi decoding 
algorithm. The simulation assumes the communications system 
diagramed in Fig. 1-1. In the diagram, m is an information 
sequence (message) to be processed. A convolutional encoder 
encodes m to produce a code sequence c to be actually trans
mitted over a noisy channel. During the transmission, c is 
disturbed by the channel noise e (error sequence). The de
coder located at the destination estimates the most likely 
message sequence m* from the knowledge of the received se
quence r . The maximum likelihood decoding procedure known 
as the Viterbi algorithm is employed in the course of

message
m

Convolutional
Encoder

Transmission
Channel

noise

Viterbi
Decoder

error
nr

= £  ©  e

m

Figure 1-1 Communications System

1
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decision making. A "secret" line in the diagram is used to 
evaluate the decoding performance by comparing the original 
sequence m with the decoded sequence m* to obtain a discrep
ancy d.

. The user can specify the convolutional code desired 
in terms of constraint length$ M, input (message) digits per 
subblock; K e output (code) digits per subblock; N, and 
message subblocks between synchronizations; L, as well as 
encoder connections. The process shown in Fig, 1-1 is auto
matically repeated NSYNC times (to be specified by the user) 
to exhaust the entire transmission of the message sequence. 
Moreover, the complete intermediate steps are available at 
the option of the user enabling one to trace the decision
making process of the Viterbi algorithm.

■ 1This simulation software, VITAG, contains two soft
ware, packages, Model-2 and Model-3. While scheme Model-2 
simulates this decoding algorithm in a straightforward way, 
event stepped simulation is employed in scheme Model-3 in an 
effort to reduce greatly the execution time required for 
computer simulation.

. In Model-2 a convolutional encoder is provided.at 
the user's option with the message.generator represented as 
an equiprobable source of les and (Vs. This is replacable 
by any,binary message source.

1. Viterbi Algorithm for Convolutional Codes.
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The channel is represented as a binary symmetric 

channel with bit error probability specified by the user.
For both models, however, this can be replaced by any desir
able noise source without affecting the other portions of 
the simulation software.

By the nature of the Viterbi algorithm, the decoding 
procedures require quite a large memory capacity on the part 
of the computer. In order to alleviate this requirement, 
intermediate results of binary digits (logical 1's and 0‘s) 
are stored in a packed form (i.e., 60 bits/word, for in
stance, in the case of a GDC 6400).resulting in a tremendous 
amount of savings in memory. The size of the various arrays 
needed for the decoding procedures varies depending on the 
data. Reserving a maximum size of arrays presents an obvi
ous waste in processing small data. This problem has been 
avoided by using "dynamic allocation" in the common block 
where all the necessary arrays are stored. That is, the 
arrays are dynamically adjusted depending on the given data, 
thus resulting in minimal memory requirements. With this 
software scheme, no basic limit is imposed on the size of 
constants M, K, N, and L, subject to the availability of 
total memory needed for processing the given, data;

Chapter 2 of this thesis is devoted to a brief de
scription bf the Viterbi algorithm in order to help the 
reader recall how this optimal decoding method works. Chap
ter 3 discusses the algorithm for event stepped simulation



of the Vi'terbi decoding procedure. Some characteristics of 
the codes are also explored in the course of the discussion. 

For the purpose of using the programs, the reader is 
referred to Chap. 4 for the operating instructions,- includ
ing information regarding optional outputs. The software is 
written to conform to the ANSI Standard Fortran Specifica
tions with the constant exception of non-standard masking 
operations. Section 4-3 is intended to provide information 
for those who wish to use these, programs-on machines other 
than CDC 6000 Series Digital Computers.

In Chaps. 5» 6, ?« and 8, a detailed explanation, of 
the entire software is presented for the reader who wants to 
trace the program structure for a possible modification pur
pose in future works" Chapter 5 deals with the portions of 
software common for both models, and Chaps. 6 and 7 are dedi
cated to Model-2 and Model-3, respectively. Chapter 8 con
tains a discussion of subroutines that are replacable with 
user-made subroutines.

Chapter 9 presents some actual simulation results 
conducted by using Model-2 and Model-3 simulation packages 
on the CDC 6400 and the DEC-10 digital computers.

Some example outputs are presented in Appendices A 
and B, Appendix C provides some discussion of the execution 
time of this computer simulation on the CDC 6400. In Appen
dix D the reader will find some discussion of the DEC-10 
version of Model-3 simulation. Finally, (un)packing



operations used in the software are detailed in Appendix E 
Complete listings of the entire software can be found docu 
mented in Ref. [5]. . -



CHAPTER 2

THE VITERBI ALGORITHM

We include a brief review of the Viterbi decoding 
algorithm to emphasize those structural details which are of 
interest in the simulation. More complete explanations of 
the algorithm itself may be found in Refs, [l], [2], [ll],
[l2], and [13]. In the course of explanation, the convolu
tional encoder in Fig. 2-1 will be followed as an example 
throughout this chapter.

K(M-l)
0 0 0 0  xp^x^1) .

INFORMATION SEQUENCE

(3)

y(3) v(2) Y (l)
L+M -1 L+I' - IT. +" -1

y(3)v(2)v(l)v(3)v(2)v(l) I2 ‘2 "2 *1 *1 ‘1
ENCODED SEQUENCE

Figure 2-1 A Convolutional Encoder



Some notations (parentheses enclose values fo-r this example) 
M = constraint length (=3 blocks) .
K = message digits per subblock (=2 bits)
N = code digits per subblock (=3 bits) ■
L = message subblocks between synchronizations (blocks) 
K*L = message synchronization distance (bits)
N(L+M-1) = code synchronization distance (bits)
H = transmission rate (=2/3)

Operation of the encoders
The first stages of the register are also shown in the
figure so that the number of stages on one row is the

1 ' - same as the constraint length. In order to get the
first subblock of an encoded sequence, the

(1) (2)first subblock of an information sequence, , is
put into the first stages of the register (stages 1 & 2 
in the figure). Once the subblock of the encoded se
quence is generated, the whole register is right-shifted 
once, emptying the first stages for the next subblock of 
the information- sequence to enter.

Based on this encoder, what Forney[2] has called a 
"trellis" is formed as in Fig. 2-2. In the construction of 
the trellis here, a little thought has been employed in

i: Throughout this thesis, the constraint length is
measured in blocks (M_blocks) rather than in digits (N*M 
digits). (See-Ref, [8] , Chap. 9)
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terms of the assignment of the message digits on each branch 
and the ordering of the states of the encoder so as to es
tablish some general rules which are useful in developing a 
computer program: First, four (2 in general) branches ema
nating from each state are associated with four different 
subblocks of the message sequence, each consisting of two 
bits (or K bits in general). The assignment of these sub
blocks to the branches is taken in such a way that the up
permost branch gets 00, the second one gets 10, the third 
gets 01, and the lowest branch gets 11. In general, if 
these branches are numbered from the uppermost branch to the

K(M-l) eeroe

x'X’ Vz
step /  s t e p ^
(1) mm m (2) '

step,/
(M)

step
(M+l)
00000000 00000000
00010001

00100010
0011

010001000100
0101

0110 0110
m m1000 1000

10101010

10111

1100 1100

1110

w
0 o'

1100

K(M-l)
bits

1 0
0 1 ►2K
1 lv

MC0M(01 
MC0M(02 
MC0M(03 
MC0M(04 
MC0M(05 
MC0M(06 
MC0M(0? 
MC0M(08 
MC0M(09 
MC0M(10 
MC0M(11 
MC0M(12 
MC0M(13 
MC0M(14 
MC0M(15 
MC0M(16

(L+M-l)
0000 00000000 0000

0001
0010 00100010

0011
01000100

0101 0101
0110 0110

1000 1000

K(M-l)
11001100

1110

Y
TYl'lUAL SECTION

Figure 2-2 Trellis Structure of the Code
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lowest one, the subblock assigned to a branch is the re
versed binary representation (the least significant bit 
leftmost) of the branch number as in Fig. 2-3.

Branch #0 
Branch #1 
Branch #2 
Branch #3

Figure 2-3 Branch Sequences

By so doing, the trellis can be drawn where 16 (or 
2K(M-1) general) different encoder states are arranged in 
such a way that 4 bits in each state (or K(M-1) bits in gen
eral , assuming a serial representation equivalent to inter
leaving the K(M-l) stages of the encoder register from bot
tom to top, left to right as in Fig. 2-4) are the binary 
representation of the state number (or micro-computer number 
MC OMd), where i=0,1, 2 , . . . , 2K^ ”1 ̂ -1, from top to bottom in 
the trellis).

pIn the typical section of the trellis, at each step 
in the decoding procedure, comparisons are made
among the 2K competing paths and only one of them (in each

2. Massey uses the term "typical section" in Ref.[9].
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STATE(3,4,5,6)

V  V
$  $ (1 )

(3)

Figure 2-4 Encoder State (3*4,5*6)

comparison), which has the largest likelihood, is chosen to 
be preserved. For the benefit of explanation of the algo
rithm, 2 ^ ^ ”^  micro-computers are considered [lo] , each of 
which has the following functions:

1) Computation of the likelihood associated with the 
branch sequence for each of the branches coming to 
that micro-computer; The likelihood or partial met
ric (PMTRC) is computed by comparing the encoded 
branch sequence (N bits) with the corresponding re
ceived subblock (N bits). Each PMTRC is then added 
to the corresponding additive metric (AMTRC) of the 
previous state. At the end of this process, 2^ tem
porary metrics (TEMTRC) associated with 2K branches 
emanating from the previous states are available.
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2) Choosing the state with the largest T3MTRC; Among 

the 2^ incoming branches, only one branch associated 
with the largest metric is chosen to be preserved.

3) Storing the decoded sequence or "path history", 
which has been just created by adding the branch 
sequence (K bits) associated with the largest metric 
to the buffer register contents of the previous 
state from which that branch was emanating. Also, 
the value of the largest TEMTRC must be preserved, 
now as the AMTRC of that micro-computer, for the 
further continuation of metric comparisons at the 
steps to come.

For function 1) above, some likelihood function
3(metric) that leads to a maximum likelihood decoding rulev 

must be introduced for an individual channel to be used:

X — (x 1 ,X g ,...,x ^ ,... )
y P r o b ( Y x) Y — ( y ^ y g , .. . . Y i , .. .

"■ —  ^

Given a received sequence, Y, the maximum likelihood 
decoder chooses as the most likely estimated sequence, 
for which the likelihood function is t

Prob(Y

Assuming a memoryless channel, the likelihood of the bit

x / )  >  Prob(X X ) for all m / m'

3. See Ref. [3] , Sec. 5-2.
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sequence is the product of the likelihoods of the individual 
bits:

Prob(X Y) = IT Prob(yi|xi)

Talcing the monotonic function, logarithm, of Prob(y^|x^) 
reduces the multiplication to a simple addition, which is a 
preferable measure of a path likelihood function in Viterbi 
decoding.

Figure 2-5 depicts the functions of the micro-com
puter explained above. The first function of MCOM(j,i) is 
to get a partial metric, PMTRC, for each branch coming to it. 
This is done by comparing the corresponding received bits 
with the encoded, branch sequence., BBS, associated with that 
branch sequence, BS. Suppose the received sequence is R =
010 110 ... 101 .... For simplicity, a binary symmetric 
(1) (2) (i-1)
channel is considered. Then the likelihood function can be 
taken to be such that when the two bits (one from BBS and 
the other from R) matfeh, the likelihood is 0, otherwise,
-1 [9] • PMTRCs along the four [or 2̂ " in general) branches 
are computed as in Fig. 2-5. They are added to the corre
sponding metrics. That is, TEMTRC(k ,i-1) = AMTRG(k,i-1) * 
BMTRC(k,i-1), resulting in four temporary metrics, TEMTRC(k), 
■TEMTRC(k+1), TEMTRC(k+2), and TEMTRC(k+3). As the next - 
function, the micro-computer chooses the largest metric, say, 
TEMTRC(k+1). It then assumes a new name, AMTRC(3,i) =
TEMTRC(k+1). MC0M(j,i) picks up the branch sequence,
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B3(k+1), stores it in the buffer register, DEC(k+l,i~l), and 
gives it a new name, DEC(j,i).

At the end of this process, each micro-computer has 
a metric of its own, AMTRC(j,i), and an estimated informa
tion sequence up to that point, DEG(j,i). These operations 
should be done from step 2 to step L+M. (Fig. 2-2) Modifi
cation of the functions of these micro-computers for the

steo(i-1) step(i)
R — ...101...

BS=01
\EBS=001

x  PMTRC=-1

- MC0M(state,step) -

BS=01
DEC (k+1,i-1) 
AMTRC(k+1,i-1) EBS=110

B S = 0 1 ^
^EBS^lll
PMTRC=-1

DEC (k+2,i-1) 
AIvlTRC (k+2 , i-1) /BS=01

Z  EBS=100 
PMTRC=-1

BS:Branch Seq.(K bits)
EBS:Encoded Branch Seq. 

(N bits)
DEC:Buffer for

MC0M(k+l,i-l)

MC0M( k, i-1)

MC0M(k+2,i-1)

DEC (k+3,i-l) 
AMTRC (k+3. i-D

Decoded Sequence 
AMTRC:Additive Metric

Figure 2-5 Various Functions of a Micro-Computer
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earlier steps before reaching the typical section can be 
avoided by initializing all metrics but the one at the first 
state to be heavily biased at step 1 [9] . After completion 
of step L+M, the contents of the buffer register at the 
first state, DEC(1,L+M), is taken as the decoded sequence; 
that is, a sequence estimated to be most likely under the 
maximum likelihood decoding rule.

The following simple example, implemented by the 
CDC 6400 and documented in Appendix A -5, is added here to 
demonstrate the actual decoding procedure (Fig. 2-6).

Example: Maximum free distance code with 1/1=3 , R=i [?]

x.

Figure 2-6 A Convolutional Encoder 
(Maximum Free Distance Code)

Encoded branch sequences are the same for each step 
in the decoding trellis and therefore are computed once as 
in Fig. 2-7.
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BBS's
BS’s
0

1

00

00

10

Figure 2-7 Branch Sequences and Encoded Branch Sequences

Using the above encoder, a message sequence m, 
m = (x^ Xg ... ... x^ 0 0)

= 0 0 0 1 1 0 0  

is encoded to the code sequence c. (The two zero-bits at 
the end of m are for a periodic resynchronization [8]. An 
error sequence e is added to it to yield the received se
quence r.

y p M 2’-" y ^ M 21’
= 0 0  0 0  0 0  1 1  1 0  1 0  1 1

©  e = 1 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  1 0  0 1  0 0

r = 1 0  0 0  0 0  1 1  0 0  1 1  1 1
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Based on the received sequence r> the trellis is 

drawn during the decoding procedure as shown in Fig. 2-8.
In the figure, a solid line indicates the path selected in 
each comparison. The final decoded result is traced by 
double-lines. It is seen that the decoder recovered the 
original message sequence m correctly.



Figure 2-8 A Decoding Trellis



CHAPTER 3

EVENT STEPPED SIMULATION

The most obvious simulation of a Viterbi decoder is 
a time stepped simulation, where operation of each piece of 
hardware is directly simulated at each state change. For 
many channel models, however, the absence of errors for a 
certain length of time is known beforehand (i.e., before de
coding), so that the decoding process in that interval may 
be omitted provided, that the behavior of the decoding, process 
in the absence of noise can be predicted. This results in 
appreciable savings in computer time, especially in low-error 
rate channels since the lower the channel error rate, the 
lower the decoding error rate also and therefore a larger, 
number of bits must be processed to obtain reliable decoding 
simulation results. ,

In Viterbi decoding, if an error-free region covers 
an entire trellis, i.e., one entire synchronization period, 
the decoding process can be completely omitted for that 
trellis (Fig. 3-1) and only the error counters are incre
mented. Generally the number of subblocks to be processed 
in a synchronization period is large and it is rare to expect 
no error over L+M-l consecutive subblocks. For the event- 
stepped approach to be effective in saving computer time with

18
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An error-free region

L+M-l subblocks-A_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TRELLIS 1 TRELLIS 2 TRELLIS 3

Omit decoding procedures for Trellis 2.

Figure 3-1 A Long Error-Free Region

the Viterbi algorithm, it is therefore necessary to study the 
behavior of the branches within a trellis under zero-error 
conditions to find some systematic rules governing the behav
ior of the trellis.

In order to gain some insight into the trellis behav
ior in the absence of noise, an error-free portion of the
trellis formed by M=3» K/N=l/2 code of Fig. 3-2& is drawn in 
Fig. 3-3 assuming an all-zero information sequence. The 
likelihood function is set to be such that if the two bits 
(one from the received sequence and the other from the en
coded branch sequence do not match, minus one is added to the 
additive metric of that branch, otherwise the metric remains 
unchanged. (This is the same likelihood function considered 
in Chap. 2 for a binary symmetric channel.) The assignment
of the branch sequences, the resultant encoded branch se
quences, and the partial metrics (in the parentheses in the 
figure) are summarized in Fig. 3-2b. That a heavy channel
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error burst is assumed in the trellis just before the error- 
free region begins is readily understood by noting the large 
negative metric value in state 1 at step i at the left in

Branch
sequences : x

(b)

(i)

Encoder
states

1
00

01

10

11

Encoded branch 
sequence:

yi1)y[2)
I

(R = 00) 

i+1
00(0)

00

Figure 3-2 A Maximum Free Distance Code (M - 3)



AN ERROR FREE EVENT

ipi i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6 i>7 i+8 i+9 i+10 i+ll i+12

-2

-2

-2

A Typical Setup of the Trellis Begins. 

Figure 3-3 An Error-Free Portion of the Trellis
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Pig. 3-3> which would have been zero if no channel error had 
occurred. Observing the trellis carefully, it is seen that 
after the (i+8)th step, the setup of the branches repeats 
the same pattern with each metric value also remaining the 
same. That is, all the "surviving" branches are emanating 
from state 1 two steps back. Let us denote this as a "typi
cal setup" of the trellis. Once a trellis reaches a typical 
setup, the decoding process can be omitted completely under 
channel-error-free conditions without any loss of accuracy 
in decoding simulation results since the behavior of the 
trellis is known.

In an actual simulation, this is carried out as fol- 
lows: First, a sequence of the channel error pattern to be
processed must be separated into events of two different
kinds, burst-error events and error-free events, which come 
alternatively, as shown in Fig. 3-^ based on a certain ap
propriate definition of a "burst" error. In burst-error 
events the usual decoding procedures must be pursued in a 
time stepped simulation. Once the process enters an error- 
free event, however, the decoder is alerted to look for a 
typical setup of the trellis. This is done by checking the 
metric values of all states since in a typical setup all the
metric values are expressed in terms of the metric values at
state 1 as illustrated in Fig. 3-5$ If no error occurs

1. This is the received sequence itself to be de
coded since an all-zero information sequence is assumed.
This assumption is justified for symmetric channels.
(See Ref. [3], Sec. 4.5)
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error-free error-burst error-free error-burst

 A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   A _z y‘s 1 r r

000...000 10100010001011 000...... 000 1011 000......

EVENT1 EVENT2 EVENT3 EVSNT4 • • • •

Figure 3-^ Error-Free Events and Burst-Error Events

State 1

State 2

State 3

State 4

A = MAX(A,B-2)

B = MAX(C-1,D-1)

C = MAX(A-2,B)

0 = MAX(C-1,D-1)

^ A

A-3

> A-2

Figure 3-5 Metric Values in a Typical Setup

(R = 00), the value A remains the same assuming an all-zero 
information sequence. Eventually A is chosen as the larger 
metric in state 1. By the same token, value A-2 becomes 
larger than value B in state 3 some time in the trellis. If 
an error-free condition lasts long enough, metric values in 
all states converge to a set of specific values expressed in 
terms of A (i.e., A, A-3, A-2, and A-3, in the example of
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Fig. 3-5)• These are the same metric values at the third 
step of the trellis for M=3 if an all-zero sequence is re
ceived up to that point (Fig. 3-6).

Max. Free Dist. 
Code

Figure 3-6 Metric Values at the MVALUEth Step^

The metric value in state 1, A, is initialized to 
zero in the simulation. The typical setup of the metric val
ues is then a typical setup of the relative values and should 
be searched for with the value at state 1 subtracted from all 
the metric values of other states. Once the process reaches 
a typical setup of the metric values, MVALUE-1 more steps^ 
are processed to allow the branches diverging from state 1

2. In the figure the subgenerator notation, G(i,j), 
is used. This is defined in Sec. 4-1-1.

3. For codes with M>3» MVALUE is not equal to M.
We consider this situation later in this chapter.
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to expand into a full trellis forming a typical setup of the 
trellis (Fig. 3~7)- Then the time stepped decoding process 
can be omitted for the rest of the error-free region. This 
is illustrated figuratively in Fig. 3-8a and b by stretching 
the trellis until the occurence of the next error event. If 
the error-free event covers the rest of the trellis, state 1 
is simply picked up at the end of the trellis (Fig. 3-8c).

AN ERROR-FREE EVENT
. MVALUE

(No simula
tion)

A typical setup 
of branchsA decoder alerted 

for a typical 
setup. A typical setup of 

the trellis formed.

A-2A-2

A-3

A-2

A-3

A-3 A-3

A-3

A-3

"b" "d"
A typical setup of A burst-error
metric values found. event begins.

Figure 3-7 A Typical Setup of the Trellis
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An Error-Free Event

No Simulation

H o »» II •• "d"
VENT STEPPED SIMULATION

>(3 STRETCHED11

An Error-Free Event

No Simulation

II « H M "U II II n H

Figure 3-8 Event Stepped Simulation
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>So far, the discussion has been implicitly confined 

to the M = 3 maximum free distance code presented as an ex
ample in Fig. 3-2. We now give some general discussion per
taining to the event stepped method developed above for 
codes with M >  3« As indicated, a typical setup may not be 
reached at the M-th step in the trellis; it takes MVALUE-1 
steps (rather than just M-l steps) for the branch to expand 
to a full trellis in general (i.e., for codes with M >  3)- 
Figures 3-9a, b, c, d, & e provide examples for M =3* M = 4, 
and M = 5 codes. The expressions for MVALUE may differ for
codes with different constraint lengths as well as for indi-

2vidual code with the same constraint length.
It is important to note also that in some cata

strophic codes, although the same metric values and branch 
configuration are repeated, a typical setup of the trellis 
is never attained because all the branches do not emanate 
from a single past state (state 1). This situation is il
lustrated below by comparing the trellis behavior of such a 
code with that of a good code (a maximum free distance code). 
Following the behavior of these trellises carefully is in
structive in understanding the error-correcting capability 
of the convolutional codes. The catastrophic code chosen 
here is shown in Fig. 3-1Q.. Again, partial metrics

2. In the actual simulation, the value of MVALUE is 
automatically decided by checking for repetition of the same 
metric values and the same branch setup in subroutine TYPMEC 
(see Sec. 7-4).



(a) M = 3
0(1,1)
0(1,2) 100

110

(b) M = 3
0(1,1)
0(1,2) 111

111
(c) M = 4

0(1,1)
0(1,2) 1101

1111

0(1,1) = 11111 
0(1,2) = 11111

e)0(1,1) = 10011 
0(1,2) = 11101

Figure 3-9 Typical Setups of the Trellis ro00



appearing in the parentheses in the figure assume the same 
likelihood function used earier in this chapter. (See Fig.
3-2 for the maximum free distance code.)

Branch z ̂ \
sequence :

(b)

Encoder
states

00

01

10

11

Encoded branch 
sequence t

i+1
00(0)

v01(-l)

10
10

ti(-i)
00(0)

Figure 3-10 A Catastrophic Code (M = 3)

2) 
--->

= 00)
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The trellis behavior of these codes is shown in Figs

3-11 and 3-12 for the maximum free distance code and the 
catastrophic code, respectively. We assume an all-zero in
formation sequence to have been sent. For each code, two 
error patterns are considered. A set of metric values at a 
certain step is the same as the one formed at the MVALUE-th 
step of the trellis (MVALUE = M = 3» here) if no channel 
error occurs up to that point. This set of values repeats 
as long as there is no error. Hence in both Figs. 3-11 and
3-12, we are assuming no error prior to step i.

For the maximum free distance code it is seen in Fig
3-11 that the branches emerge from a single state (state 1) 
two steps back from step H-6 for error pattern 1 and step 
i+10 for error pattern 2, leading to a correct all-zero path 
On the other hand, the lowest path of the catastrophic code 
in Pig. 3-12a, which corresponds to an all-one sequence 
(complete opposite to an actual information sequence), con
tinues to linger on independently after step i+2 in error- 
free conditions, indicating a danger of noiseless error 
propagation when that path happens to be chosen in the fu
ture . . This situation is more severe for error pattern -2 in 
Fig. 3-12b (where the channel is more noisy).• Not only the 
lowest state but the second one in the trellis also are

3. The fourth branch from the left (Fig. 3-11’b) of 
the decoded sequence path corresponds to branch sequence "1" 
and therefore contributes to a decoding error. Still, this 
is the best "guess” under the maximum likelihood decoding 
rule.
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emanating from the lowest path (an all-one sequence) after 
step i+5. Note especially the large metric value at state 4 
in comparison with that of state 1 which leads to a correct 
decision, imposing a great risk of noiseless error propaga
tion.

As we can see, the question of how soon a typical 
setup of the trellis will be reached after a certain amount 
of channel error is an indirect measure of the goodness of 
the code. The code in Pig. 3-12 never reaches such a setup. 
Although the same metric values and the same branch setup 
are repeated as long as an error-free event lasts, this is 
not a typical setup of the trellis in the sense we defined 
the term because all the branches are not emanating from a 
single state MVALUE-1 steps back. Instead, a completely 
wrong path (all-one, here), along with the all-zero correct 
path, can be seen to be preserved with a potential danger of 
being selected as the final decoding results (shown by dou
ble lines in the figure). These metric values (repeated in 
Figs. 3 -Ha & b ) are different from those given at the 
MVALUE-th step of the beginning of the trellis, and therefore 
no benefit will result from the event stepped simulation 
scheme. It is worth noting that a complete lack of benefit 
in a fairly long error-free event may be an indication of 
catastrophic error propagation tendency of the code being 
simulated.



(a)

RECEIVED SEQUENCE (Error Pattern # l) 
 >

00 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
step, i 1+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 1+5 1+6 1+7 1+8 1+9 1+10 1+11 1+12
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(b)

RECEIVED SEQUENCE (Error Pattern # 2) 

 >
00 01 00 11 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 

step, 1 1+1 1+2 1+3 1+4 1+5 1+6 1+7 1+8 1+9 1+10 1+11 1+12
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Figure 3-11 Trellis Behavior (Maximum Free Distance Code) VIr\)



RECEIVED SEQUENCE (Error Pattern H 1)

(a)

00 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
step: i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6 i+7 i+8 1+9

1

2

3

-2 -2 -2-2

-2-2 -2

-2

-2

-2

-2

-2-1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b)

RECEIVED SEQUENCE (Error Pattern # 2) 
-------

00 01 00 11 00 00 00 00 00 00 
step: 1 i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6 i+7 i+8 i+9

o o o.o

i+10

i+10

Figure 3-12 Trellis Behavior (Catastrophic Code) V)



CHAPTER 4

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

This chapter is intended to provide a thorough de
scription of how to use the VITAG simulation software,
Model-2 and Model-3• ■ For simplicity detailed discussions of 
program structure have been deferred to later chapters.

Section 4-1 describes the time stepped simulation 
scheme (Model-2) of the Viterbi decoding, algorithm while Sec. 
4-2 is devoted to the event stepped simulation scheme (Model- 
3) of the algorithm. Since a great deal of computer time- can 
be saved by the event stepped simulation, use of Model-3 is 
recommended for extensive simulation purposes. (For the same 
received sequence, Model-2 and Model-3 yield the same .decod
ing results.) Instructions for available optional operations 
are included for both models. Also included are some sugges
tions and hints which have been found useful in the actual 
executions of the software.

The descriptions given here are based on the instruc
tions for use on CDC 6000 series digital computers assuming 
the use of punch cards as a data source. Those who are in
terested in placing this software on systems, other than men
tioned above should consult Sec. 4-3 of this chapter for 
necessary modifications.

34
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4-1 Time Stepped Simulation (Model-2)

This program, MODEL2, is used to emulate the Viterbi 
decoding algorithm described in Chap. 2. An all-zero mes
sage sequence is assumed in a standard operation and no en
coding takes place. In order to run this program, some data 
cards must be attached after a 7-8-9 card at the end of the 
source deck.

4-1-1 Data Card Structure
(1) The first card should specify the number of synchro

nization periods, NSYNC, to be iterated in a computer run 
under FORMAT(IIO). This is done sequencially and no addi
tional memory is needed. There is no upper limit for the 
integer NSYNC as long as computer time permits (Fig. 4-1).

Example : NSYNC=
100

Figure 4-1 A Data Card for NSYNC

(2) The second card should contain:
M: constraint length (blocks)
K: message digits per subblocks (bits)
N : code digits per subblocks (bits)
L: message subblocks between synchronizations (blocks)
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IFLAG: encoder connection flag

(i for parallel registers; 2 for a serial register)
in the above order under FORMAT(5 H 0 ) . There is no limit
for the values of constants M, K, N, and L* (Fig. 4-2).

Example : M= K= N= L= IFLAG=
100

1010 1010 10

Figure 4-2 A Data Card for Code Specification

(3) A set of data cards for encoder connections should 
follow. There are two options available for the user con- 
cerning the specification of encoder connections (Fig. 4-3).

Choice 1, specified by IFLAG = 1 (on the second data 
card), requires that encoder connections be put in the form 
of subgenerators.^ That is, G(i,j), i = 1, 2, ..., K,'J =
1, 2, .... N, gives the connection between the register of 
i-th row and the j-th output. There are altogether KN sub
generators each having M bits. One data card should contain 
one subgenerator punched in the leftmost M columns of the

1. See Suggestions of Sec. 4-1-4.
2. For codes with K = 1, choices 1 & 2 are the same.
3. Subgenerator notation used in Ref. [8], Chap. 10, 

is modified here.
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(a) Parallel Registers
(3)

y ( 3 ) y ( 2 ) y ( l )

K

(b) A Serial Register (3)
> N

Figure 4-3 Equivalent Encoder Register Configurations

4. The stage numbers (1,2,...,6) in the figure are 
meant to clarify the correspondence between the two equiva
lent encoders.
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card, with 1 (one) and 0 (zero) representing "connection” 
and "no-connection", respectively. The total of KN subgen
erators should be read in such order that the first sub
script, i, changes from 1 to K more rapidly than the second 
subscript, j. In this case, a parallel register configura
tion of the encoder in Fig. 4-3a is assumed for which a set 
of data cards should be as in Fig. 4-4, for instance.

M bits

110
000

KN cards001
100
000

101

(IFLAG = 1)

Figure 4-4 A Data Card Structure for Parallel Registers

Choice 2. specified by IFLAG = 2, assumes a serial 
register configuration (Fig. 4-3b). In this case, IC0N- 
specification of the encoder connections is required. There 
are N connections, ICON(i), i = 1, 2, ..., N, to specify the 
connections of N outputs, each having KM bits. One data 
card should contain one ICON punched in the leftmost KM col
umns of the card, with 1 (one) and 0 (zero) representing 
"connection" and "no-connection", respectively. The total
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of N connections, ICON'S, are to be read from IC0N(1) to 
ICON(N). An example is given in Fig. 4-5 which specifies 
the connection of Fig. 4-3b.

KM bits

101000
N cards010010

010001

(IFLAG = 2)

Figure 4-5 A Data Card Structure for a Serial Register

(4) Then, up to seven different channel error rates, 
ERATE1, ERAT52, ..., ERATE7, are read from one card under 
F0RMAT(7F10.8) to be used to specify various channel models 
desired. Originally the channel model is set to be a bina
ry symmetric channel with bit error probability determined 
by ERATEl.^ Only the ERATE's required for a particular set 
of channel models to be used need be specified

4-1-2 Main Program and Block Data
The dimension of array SET in the main program (M0D- 

EL2) and two internal parameters IDIM and BMTRC in the BLOCK

5. Note that an actual error rate generated by a 
random generator of the machine, RANF(N), may not be exactly 
the same as ERATE1.

6. This data card may not be omitted even if no 
error rates are needed for a particular channel model used.
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DATA.have to be set by the user. By virture of the dynamic

nallocation of arrays incorporated in the program, the user 
can change the dimension of array SET in the main program 
to the minimum size needed to run the program. This "small
est" value of the dimension is a function of the given input
data and is computed as an informative message at the end of

8heading display of the printout-
' The value IDIM in the BLOCK DATA should coincide 

with the dimension of array SET. That is, there are two 
cards with which to be concerned for dimension declarations 
a DIMENSION statement in the main program and a DATA state
ment in the BLOCK DATA. If the declared IDIM is insuffi
cient for processing the given data, an error message will 
be printed out.

The biased metric value, BMTRC, is needed to avoid 
having to modify the operation of the decoder before reach
ing a typical section of the trellis. This value should be 
decided taking the likelihood function for the metric com
parison of a particular channel model employed into consid
eration. BMTRC = -1000., for instance, is sufficiently 
small for the metric assumed in the discussion of Chap. 2.

7. A description of dynamic■allocation has been 
provided in Sec. 5-1«

8, Set the dimension SET(1000 - 2000.). for a try. 
Also see Suggestions of Sec. 4-1-4,
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For examples

PROGRAM M0DEL2 (INPUT, OUTPUT, . ..) 
•COMMON/MODEL/ .......

— ► DIMENSION SET(2000)
RUNSET(n)
CALL VITAG2 
STOP 

. END'
BLOCK DATA 

' COEMON/MODEL/NRW,IDIM 
COMMON/METRIC/ .............,BMTRC

—  ̂DATA IDIM /2000/
— ^ DATA BMTRC /-1000./

DATA NRW /60/
END

4-1-3 Optional Operations
In addition to the data cards described so far, an 

optiona.1:-data-card may be attached for option specifica
tions. ̂  (The reader is referred to Appendix A for example 
outputs.)

. Option 1 (Call encoder - internal parameters Ml).
If 1 (one) is punched in the first column of this card, sub
routine ENCDR is called which automatically generates "the 
message sequence by calling another subroutine MESSG and en
codes it by the convolutional encoder previously specified 
by the user (see Appendix A -1). Subroutine MESSG is origi
nally set to be an. equiprobable source of 1’s and 0’s and 
can be replaced by any message source desired.

9. One card should be used for more than one option.
10. The reader is referred to Sec. 8-2 for replacing 

subroutines, ■
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Option 2 (Print steps completed - internal parame

ters M2).. If 2 (two) is punched in the second column of the 
card, the number of steps completed will be printed out for 
each (L+M-l)/l0 steps (roughly) of the decoding procedures 
(see Appendix A-2), When the program might be aborted by 
"time limit" due to an insufficient request of computer time, 
this option has been found to be helpful in identifying the 
progress of decoding simulation before the termination of 
the program, hence, in giving an idea as to how much more 
computer time must be requested to complete the process in 
the next execution run.

Option 3 (Concise output - internal parameter: M3). 
This "option, Is ̂ provided- 'for extensive simulation purposes.
I f -2. (three) is punched in the third column of the card, the 
printout of bit sequences is omitted. If (five) is 
punched in the third column of the card, the printout will be 
further reduced to the summary.of the decoding results only.

Option 4 (Intermediate steps printout -internal 
parameters M4), If ^ (five) is punched in the fifth column 
of the card, the complete intermediate steps of the decoding 
procedures will be printed. In order to understand this 
output, the reader will have to know some basic software 
logic used in Viterbi decoding. Figure 2-5 (or 6-22, pi. 86) 
may serve as an easy reference for this purpose. The decod
ed sequence register, D3CP, is printed in an octal form; 
only the appropriate number of bits from the left exhibit
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correct contents of the register and the rest of the bits 
should be ignored. (Note the amount of computer output for 
this options See Appendix A -5.')

4-1-4 Suggestions
(1) Due to the dynamic allocation imbedded in this pro

gram, there is no limit for the values, M, K, N, and L, as 
far as the structure of the software is concerned. For in- 
stance, using the GDC 6400 computer, if constraint length 
M = 3 and rate IC/N = 1/2 are chosen, then roughly a 140,000- 
bit long message sequence is processable within one synchro
nization period. On the other hand, if L = 40 and K/N = 1/2, 
then the constraint length can be taken as large as M = 13»

(2) The value ID1M in SET(IDIM) is dependent on data, M, 
K, N, and L, as well as on the word length of the computer. 
(Examples in Appendix A may provide some idea of the value 
of IDIM.) Based on the value of IDIM in the BLOCK DATA, 
either of the following informative (or error.) message will 
be printed out, for instance.

a) ***** 132 CM ACTUALLY REQUIRED FOR DATA IDIM/2000/.
b) ERROR DETECTED - INSUFFICIENT DIMENSION DECLARATION 

ALTHOGH THE ALLOCATION OF ARRAYS IN COMMON/DYNAM/SET.
' IS DYNAMICALLY ADJUSTED FOR THE GIVEN VALUES,M ,K ,N, 
AND L, THE DECLARED DATA IDIM/2000/ IS NOT ENOUGH 
FOR THE DECODING PROCEDURES. EITHER RECONSIDER THE 
VALUES OF M,K,N,AND/OR L, OR INCREASE THE VALUE OF . 
IDIM TO IDIM=24883 AS FOLLOWS,

; DIMENSION SET (24883).......... IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
DATA IDIM/24883/, ......... ... ... IN THE BLOCK DATA.

11. NRW=60 (all 60 bits/word) , CM 12OK are assumed.
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For case a), the dimension of array SET in the main program
can be reduced to 132 for processing the given data. For
case b), SET(2000) is not enough to process the given data

1 *?and must be increased to SET(24883)• Since the main pro
gram is composed of only a few lines, compilation needed by 
changing the dimension declaration can be kept to a minimum. 
(If IDIM- is different from the actual dimension of SET, the 
wrong informative message will be printed out.) The reader 
may try SET(1000 - 2000) for a test run.

Using non-standard function L0CF available in GDC 
Fortran Extended, the dimension of SET is automatically 
known to the computers

DIMENSION SET(2000)
COMMON/DYNAM/SET,L0CB 
EQUIVALENCE (SET(1),L0CA)
INTEGER L0CF 
IA = LOCF(LOCA)
IB = LOCF(LOCB)
IDIM = IB - IA

Inserting the above in the main program eliminates the ne
cessity of setting IDIM separately in the BLOCK DATA, (This 
is used in the DEC-10 version in Appendix D„)

(3) Computer time required for this simulation is large
ly a function of M, K, N, L, and NSYNC. The reader is re- . 
ferred to Appendix C for a discussion of the execution time 
of this simulation on the CDC 6400,

12. Array SET can be dimensioned as large as SET. 
(26000) on the CDC 6400 with CM 120K (octal).
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(4) Interchangeable subroutines $ Subroutine MESSG, called 

to generate a message sequence at option, is originally 
set to be an equiprobable source of I's and 0's and may be 
replaced by any message source. Subroutine CHANL to gener- . 
ate a sequence of channel noise is originally set to be a 
binary symmetric channel with bit error probability speci
fied by the user. This may also be replaced by any other 
channel model. The reader is referred to Chap. 8 for de-- 
tails.

b-2 Event Stepped Simulation (Model-3)
This program, MODEL3» is designed to emulate the 

Viterbi decoding algorithm employing the event stepped sim
ulation discussed in Chap. 3* In order to run this program, 
some data cards must be attached:after a 7-8-9 card at the 
end of the source deck.

4-2-1 Data Card Structure
The data card structure needed to specify the convo

lutional code as well as error rates are the same as those 
of Model-2 simulation. (Refer to Sec. 4-1-1=)

4-2-2 Main Program and Block Data
The dimension of array SET in the main program, 

M0DEL3, and some parameters, IDIM, BMTRG, IGUARD, LEE, and 
LDD, in the BLOCK DATA have to be set by the user. Array 
SET and parameters IDIM and BMTRC are used in the same way
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here as in MODEL3» and the reader is referred to Sec. 4-1-2 
for explanation.

Since event stepped simulation is used in Model-3» 
a sequence of channel noise must be analyzed into events, 
i.e., error-free and burst-error events. In this simulation 
a burst-error' is defined simply by specifying the guard 
space, IGUARD, in terms of code subblocks. For a binary 
symmetric channel with error probability PQ^.10” ,̂ IGUARD = 
10 is an appropriate choice.^ For LEE and LDD, the reader 
is referred to Sec. 7-5* (Note that LEE/1/ and LDD/1/ spec
ify default operation and do not have to be changed unless 
an error occurs.) The BLOCK ElATA may typically look likes

BLOCK DATA 
COMMON/MODEL/ .....
DATA IGUARD/lO/
DATA IDIM/2000/
DATA LEE/1/
DATA LDD/1/
DATA BMTRC/-1000./
END

4-2-3 Optional Operations
In addition to the data cards described so far, an 

optional data card may be attached for the following option 
specifications. (See Appendix B for example outputs of 
Model-3 simulation.)

13. See suggestions of Sec, 4-2-4.
14. One data card should be used for more than one 

option specification.
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Option 1 (Concise output - internal parameter* Ml). 

If JL (one), 2 (two), or 2 (three) is punched in the first 
column of the card, printout of the decoding simulation re
sults is made concise with J being the most, concise.

Option 2 (Internal values printout - internal param
eter * M2). If 2 (two) is. punched in the second column of 
the card, the following printout will be available*

* Address indicators in COMMON/DYNAM/. (See Sec. 5-1 ■>)
* Encoded branch sequence, ENBRP, in an octal form 

(Sec. 6-7)
* Typical metric values, TYMTRC (Sec. 7-4)
* .Noise sequences in burst-error events, NOISEP, in an 

octal form (Sec. 7-5)
* Lengths of events, IESS (Sec. 7-5)

The reader should refer to the respective sections' for expla
nations .

Option 3 (Intermediate steps printout - internal 
parameters M3). If 2 (five) is punched in the fifth column 
of the card, the complete intermediate steps of the decoding 
procedures will be available. This is the same as option 4 
for Model-2 (Sec. 4-1-3) with the addition of printing the 
value of ISETUP for the event stepped simulation. ISETUP 
appears only when the process enters error-free events. The 
value of ISETUP becomes equal to the number of states, 
gKfM-l)  ̂ when the process reaches a typical setup of metric 
values, and then, MVALUE-1 more steps are processed before 
skipping to the next error event (see Chap. 7 for details).
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4-2-4 Suggestions
Suggestions for Model-2 simulation also apply to 

this section for Model-3 and the reader is referred to Sec.
4-1-4 for those details. In the following, some hints per
taining to the event stepped simulation are given.

(1) The guard space, IGUARD, should be chosen to yield 
the most efficient event stepped operation. That is, if 
IGUARD is too large, a burst-error event tends to be longer 
containing few errors and the decoder has to operate in a 
time stepped fashion in that long burst-error event. If 
IGUARD is too short, on the other hand, there tend to exist 
short error-free events in which it is difficult for the de
coder to reach a typical setup of the trellis and therefore , v ■ ' ■ ' ' \
no steps can be skipped.

Whatever the value of IGUARD is, however, the final 
decoding results are not affected in any way, IGUARD being 
not a very critical parameter as such in the simulation, a 
rule of thumb to decide the value may bet The smaller 
IGUARD, the better chance of skipping a larger number of 
steps in decoding simulation (short computer time), and yet 
no benefit can be derived in error-free events shorter than 
MVALUE since it takes at least MVALUE steps to reach a typi
cal setup of the trellis. An appropriate value of IGUARD. is 
usually a value a little larger than MVALUE. As noted ear
lier, IGUARD = 10 is an appropriate length of guard space 
for many-oasis, and was used in the execution which yielded
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Fig. 0-3 in Appendix C (benefit factor of Model-3 event 
stepped simulation).

(2) As noted at the end of Chap. 3# this event stepped 
' simulation package, Model-3, may be used indirectly to eval

uate the goodness of a convolutional code. That is, if no 
benefit is gained for a relatively long error-free event, 
option switch 3 for intermediate steps printout may be acti
vated to see the behavior of the trellis. By this means one 
can easily detect any tendency of the code to exhibit cata
strophic error propagation as described briefly in Chap. 3 
(Fig. 3-13).

4-3 Use on Other Than CPC 6000 Series Digital Computers 
Although this simulation software is originally de

veloped for use on a CDC 6400, the high machine independency 
of the program enables one to use other models with a small 
modification in the BLOCK DATA section.

Since the word length of a CDC 6400 is 60 bits/word, 
the constant NEW in the BLOCK DATA is set to be 60. When the 
program is placed in a new system, this value NRW should be 
initialized to the word length of that computer.

BLOCK DATA
COMMON/MODEL/NRW, ...
DATA NRW/60/
O O 0 o b

END

Also, in order to economize the. core memory requirements; of
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the machine for the simulation procedures, it has been es
sential to use non-standard masking operations'^^ for. bit-by- 
bit manipulation of binary ones and zeros. The following 
functions are available in GDC Fortran Extended, and may not 
be available in other Fortran compilers:

G = A .AND. B
i Performs bit-by-bit logical AND of word A and 

word B .
C = A .OR. B

s Performs bit-by-bit logical OR of word A and word 
B.

C = .NOT. A
s Returns one's compliment of word A,

G = XOR (A,B) :
t Performs bit-by-bit exclusive OR of word A and 

word B.
C = MOD (A»B) -

8 Returns A modulo B where A, B, and C are all in
tegers, (This can be replaced by: C = A-A/B*B,)

C = SHIFT (A„B)
s Shifts word A, B bit positions, left circular if 

B is positive.

15. ANSI diagnosis provided by the GDC Fortran com
piler is presented at the end of each program listing in Ref.
[5]. All the other portions of the program conform to ANSI .. 
Standard Fortran Specifications.



CHAPTER 5

GENERAL SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

For both models, the whole simulation procedures are 
combined by subroutine VTTAC called by the main program 
which consists of only a few lines;

PROGRAM MODEL 
COMMON
DIMENSION SET( - )
RUNSET(N)
CALL VITAG
STOP
END

This structure is advantageous in reducing the compilation 
time of the main program since the dimension of array SET 
can be changed by the user depending on the size of the data 
to be processed by virture of the dynamic allocation mecha
nism embedded in the software.

5-1 Dynamic Allocation of Arrays 
By nature, the Viterbi algorithm demands quite a 

large memory capacity (which is the function of the given 
data, M, K, N, and L) during the course of decoding proce
dure. Declaring the maximum size of arrays for large data 
seems an unsatisfactory remedy in the light of memory econ-. 
omy. To avoid this, a scheme has been devised which works
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in such a way that all arrays needed for the decoding proce
dures (whose size is affected by constants, M, K, N, and L) 
are dynamically adjusted to their minimum size, resulting in 
one array representing the minimum total memory required for 
processing the data. This array assumes a dummy name SET in 
the main program, Its: dimension (IDIM) is the internal 
parameter which must be specified by the user in the BLOCK 
DATA. .

This automatic dynamic allocation feature is care
fully embedded in the software based on the dynamic alloca
tion charts presented in Fig. 6-2 and Fig. 7-2 for Model-2 
and Model-3» respectively.

By construction of this simulation software, DIMEN
SION, COMMON, and EQUIVALENCE statements are used at the 
beginning of each subroutine. COMMON statements are used to 
utilize arrays and variables stored in the common block area 
of the memory. All the arrays in COMMON/DYNAM/ are EQUIVA
LENCE ’d to share the same memory location with a dummy array 
SET in the main program. All the arrays appearing in EQUIV
ALENCE statements must be dimensioned in that program (or 
subprogram). Since array SET is dimensioned in the main 
program, however, these arrays only have to be dimensioned 
using some dummy value, DIMENSION (1), for instance. The 
above explanation applies to all the subroutines for both 
Model-2 and Model-3 simulation packages.



5-2 Mnemonics Description 
Due to the large number of mnemonic names used 

throughout the simulation in both Model-2 and Model-3» a 
mnemonics description list is provided along with some brief 
discussion of dimension interpretation of arrays.

5-2-1 Constants
The following mnemonic names are used as variables 

which assume the constant values during the execution of the 
program.

Mi constraint length in blocks ■
Ls message subblocks between synchronizations 
Ki message digits per subblock 
N i code digits per subblock 

' KL = K x L 
KM = K x M 
LPM = L + M  - 1  
NLM = N (L + M - 1) ;
mm = K (M - 1)
IT = 2K 
IE = 2K M̂ "2^
ESTEP = L .+■■ M 
ESTATE =
IPLAGs encoder connection flag
ERATEit channel error rates (i = 1,2,...,?)
Ml»M2,M3 $ option indicators 
NRWs word length of the computer
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BMTRCs biased metric (used for initiating the simulation) 
Lis address indicators (i = A,1,G,„„„)

V  •

5-2-2 Variables
The following mnemonic names are used as variables. 

IRs printing controller 
Js printing controller
iWORDs. packing controllers (i = i,J,K,...,N) 
iBITs. packing controllers (i = I,J»K»...»N)

5-2-3 Arrays
The following mnemonic names are used as arrays.

Some of the arrays described below are in pairs. This comes 
from the nature of the software structure where NRW bits (1 
or 0) are stored in a single address of the machine. The 
letter "P" at the end of mnemonics indicates that the con
tents of the array are in a "packed" form. The letter "I" 
may be attached to indicate an integer mode.

INFPs The buffer register for the information (message) 
sequence. Since the information sequence has the 
length of KL bits within a synchronization period, 
dimension INFP((KL-1)/NRW+l) must be reserved.^

INF: The register to be used for printing the informa
tion sequence. The dimension is set to be INF(iOO) 
to print 100 bits at a time,

1. Meaning of the dimensions of arrays should be 
interpreted along with the reference of Figs. 6-2 and 7-2 
in p. 61 and p. 106, respectively.



ENGPj The buffer register for the encoded sequence.
Dimension ENCP((NLM-1)/NRW+l) must be preserved for 
processing NLM bits within a synchronization period, 

lENCi The register for printing the encoded sequence. 
IENC(100) is specified for printing 100 bits at a 
time.

NOISEP; The buffer register for channel noise. The di
mension is NOISEP( (NLM-1 )/NRW"f-l) for processing NLM 
bits continuously,

NOISE: The register for printing channel noise, NOISE 
(100) is used for printing 100 bits at a time,

RCVP: The buffer register for the received sequence with.
dimension RCVP((NLM-1)/NRWtl).

RCVi The logical register to be used for unpacking RCVP. 
Since N bits are used at a time for decoding one 
subblock, the dimension is RCV(N).

DECPs The buffer register for the decoded sequence with 
dimension DEOP(LWRD,LSTATE,2) where LWRD = (KLM-l)/ 
NRW+2, and LSTATE = 2 ^ M~1\

IDECs The register for printing the decoded sequence 
with dimension IDEC (10.0),

AMTRCs The register to store the metrics (likelihoods). 
ENBRPs The buffer register for encoded branch sequences. 

All the encoded branch sequences are computed by 
subroutine EBSEQ at the outset of the.decoding pro
cedures and are stored in this register.



5-3 Software Logic Units
The following "logic units" are used repeatedly in

the simulation software and, therefore, are described here to
2avoid duplication of explanation.

In the following, "iV/ORD" and "iBIT" are used for
general description of variables with "i" replaced by I, J, ..
K, L, M, (MM), or N in the actual program. (Examples IWORD,
MBIT, etc.) Variables iWORD and iBIT are referred to as
"packing controllers." "Rname" (or "RnameP") stands for any 
register name or an element of the register used as mnemonic 
names in the program. (The letter "P." at the end is meant to 
indicate that the register is in a packed form.) "NRW" is 
the number of bits/word of the computer.

5-3-1 Packing Operation
This logic unit packs Rname (logical one or zero) in 

the (iBIT+l)th bit position of the word at address RnameP 
(iWORD). (See Appendix E for a detailed explanation,)

MSK = SHIFT (1,NRW-1-iBIT)
IF (Rname .EQ. 1) GO TO 100
RnameP (iWORD ) = RnameP (IV/ORD) .AND. .NOT. MSK 
GO TO 200 '

100 RnameP(iWORD) = RnameP(iWORD) .OR. MSK 
200

Using this logic unit repeatedly, up to NRW logical 
one’s and zero's are packed in a single address of the memory,

2. Sections 5-3-1 and 5-3-2 have been adopted here 
from Ref. [6j. (Non-ANSI masking operations are involved.)
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5-3-2 Unpacking Operation

MSK = RnameP(iWORD) .AND. SHIFT(1,NRV/-1 -iBIT)
IF (MSK .NE. 0) ....._____

This logic unit unpacks the (iBIT+l)th bit of the 
word specified by RnameP(iWORD). (See Appendix E also.)

5-3-3 Packing Control
i . ■ . ;
iBIT = 0  
iWORD = Lj + 1

- " . ' - - ■ °
—  DO 2 . . .

IF (iBIT .IT. NRW) GO TO 1 
iWORD = : iWORD + 1 
iBIT = 0

1 CONTINUE
o
o0 ‘ . 1 

(Packing and/or unpacking operations)
o ’° " 
o

2 iBIT = iBIT + 1

The purpose of this logic unit is to keep track of 
which bit (iBIT) to manipulate as well as which word (iWQRD) 
the iBIT belongs to in order to give the correct location of 
a particular bit to be processed for the packing and/or un
packing operations to follow. In the above DO-loop» one bit 
is processed by an (un)packing operation. Therefore, iBIT, 
which has been initialized to zero, must be incremented by 
one in the loop. If iBIT reaches NRW, iWORD must be
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incremented by one to take the next word. The initial value 
of iWORD must be decided in accordance with Fig, 6-2 (p. 6l) 
for Model-2 or Fig. 7-2 (p. 106) for Model-3.

5-3-4 Printing Control
Throughout this simulation, variable IR is used as a 

"printing controller." IR is initially set to be the total 
number of bits to be printed out for a certain sequence. By 
construction of this program, a maximum of 100 bits (or 50 
bits) are printed out at a time, so that 100 (or 50) is sub
tracted from IR after each printing operation.

The above'operation is performed typically ass

IR = NLM

i >500 J = 100
IF (IR .IT. 100) J = IR

(print J bits)
- ■ : ' .

■ ■

IR = IR - 100 .L— -- IF (IR .GT. 0) GO TO 500

In the example above,' NLM bits are to be printed. Other 
operations may be placed along with the printing operation 
(shown as "print J bits" above) in the repetitive loop.

(



CHAPTER 6

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION FOR MODEL-2'

In this chapter, a detailed description of simula
tion package Model-2 is presented. The reader is also re
ferred to the program listings documented in Ref. [5]».

6-1 General Simulation Structure
An overall view of the structure of this simulation 

program is presented in the system chart of Fig, 6-1. Sub
routine VITAG2, which emulates the whole simulation process 
is called by the main program that consists of only a few 
statements as belows

PROGRAM M0DEL2 (OUTPUT, INPUT, ...)
COMMON/MODEL/.../CONST/.../METRIC/.......
DIMENSION SET(2000)
RUNSET(n)

. CALL VITAG2 
STOP 
END

Common blocks must be established in the main pro
gram to preserve the memory location for arrays and varia
bles to be shared by all the subroutines attached to this 
program, including COMMON/DYNAM/SET, a common block to-be 
used for dynamic allocation of arrays described in Sec. $-1 
The dynamic allocation chart for Model-2 simulation is pre
sented in Fig. 6-2 to sejVe as a reference throughout the

59
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- Subroutine VITAG2 -

• Subroutine DATA2

Subroutine EBS2Q2

Subroutine METRC2

Encoder

Subroutine ENCDR
Subroutine TCHANL

Subroutine DECDR2

/Repeat \  
SYNC times

^Compute Likelihood

Emulate Noisy 
Channel 
(CALL CHANL)

^Compute Encoded 
Branch Sequences

*Check Total Channel 
& Decoding Error Rates

^Decode Received 
Sequence by 
Viterbi Algorithm

■“■Specify Data 
■“■Print Heading 
■“■Check Data Error

“•Generate Message 
(CALL MESSG)
Encode Message

Figure 6-1 System Chart for Model-2 Simulation
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Labeled COMMON / DYNAM / SET

MODEL2

DATA2

SET(20000)

ICON (KM, N ) I5U3G(M.K.N)
I3TG
(KM)

LTOTAL

EBSEQ2 I REG 
(KM) LJ

EN3RP
(LP)

METRO2

ENCDR
(MESSG)

INFP (L3) LS
• ENCP(LC)

INF(100)
I EMC (100) I REG 

(KM)
LR

TCHANL 
(CHANL)

LD NOISEP (LC)
RCVP
(LC) LF

NOISE
(100)

L3 ' •
NSYNC

DECDR2

LE
DECP (L’VRD, LSTATE, 2)

<-----  LG  >

< •

AMTRC(LWRD,LSTATE,2) 
...............

IBS
(K)

LH

RCV
(N)

LI
LS

DERRP(L3)
LG,■LWRD

LM

V

IDEC(IOO)

IDERR(IOO) 
 ^ LT

'V

Figure 6-2 Dynamic Allocation Chart for Model-2
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discussion of Model-2, All the variables appearing in the 
chart are summarized in Fig. 6-3. (Variables LA, LB, LC, LD, 

etc., are referred to as "address indicators" in the 
text.) The rest of the labeled COMMON blocks used in the 
program are tabulated in Fig, 6-4.

Since dynamic allocation is used for all principal 
arrays, no limit is imposed, as far as the software is con
cerned, on the values of constants M, K, N, and L which are 
to be furnished as input data. It is necessary, of course, 
that the array SET in the main program be large enough for 
processing of the given data.

Referring to the system chart of Fig. 6-1, it is 
seen that:the, message and the encoder portions of the pro
gram are separated by subroutine ENCDR which is optional.
This structure is advantageous when the encoding process is 
omitted for extensive running of simulations which assume 
that an all-zero message sequence was transmitted.

Subroutine DATA2 specifies the simulation format.
The encoded branch sequences needed for the decoding proce
dures are computed once by subroutine EBSEQ2 at the outset 
to avoid duplication of computation. Subroutine METRO2 is ' 
needed to compute the likelihood function for metric compar
isons. Subroutine TGHANL emulates a noisy transmission 
channel and subroutine DE0DR2 performs the Viterbi decoding 
procedure. The process is repeated NSYNC times to simulate 
an entire transmission. In the following sections, the
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KL=K*L LE=LD+LC
KM=K*M LF=LE+LC
LPM=L+M-1 IF(Ml.NE.l) LF=LE
NLM=N*LPM LG=LWRD*LSTATE*2
KLM=K*LPM LH=LF+LG
KMM=K*(M-1) LI=LH+K
IT=2**K LP=(N*2**KM-1)/NRW+l
.IE=2**(K*(.M-2)) l m=l e+l g/2+LWRD
LSTEP-L+M' •LQ=LF+100
LSTATE=2**KMM LR=LQ+KM
LWRD=(KLM-1)/NRW+2 IF(Ml.NE.l) LR=LQ
LA=KM*N LS=LI+N
LB =' (KL -1) /NRW 4-1 LT-LM+100
LC=(NLM-1>/NRW+1 LJ=MAXO(LR,LS,LT)
LD=LA+LB LTOTAL=LJ+LP
IF(Ml,NE.1) LD=LA

Figure 6-3 Constants and Address Indicators for Model-2

Labeled 
Common Blocks Contents

/M0DEL/A(2) s NRW, ID.IM
/C0NST/B(15) 8 M, K, N, L, KL, LPM, NLM, KLM, KMM, 

IT, IE, LSTEP, LSTATE, LWRD
/METRIC/C(5) s ALGPOO, ALGP01, ALGP10, ALGP11, BMTRC
/LO C ATE/D(12) 8 LA, LB, LC, LD, LE, LF, LG, LH, LI, 

LJ, LM, LP
/ERATES/E(?) 8 ERATE1, ERATE2, ERATE3, ..., ERATE?
/0PTI0N/F(10) 8 Ml, M2, M3, M4,. I SYNC, NSYNC, KLSE, 

NLSE, ICOUNT, CERROR

Figure 6-4 Labeled Common Blocks for Model-2
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subroutines to be used in the simulation are explained one 
by one. .

•6-2 Subroutine VTTAC2 
This subroutine VITAG2 combines the subroutines to 

be discussed in the sections to follow. The flowchart of 
the subroutine is presented in Pig. 6-5= The reader may 
wish to refer to the flowchart repeatedly as he proceeds to
the following sections in order to grasp the function of
each subroutine in the whole simulation process.

After the process has been repeated NSYNC times» 
subroutine VITAC2 computes the total decoding error rate, 
TDER, the total channel error rate, TCER, and the improve
ment factor, FIMPRV. KLS is the total number of bits of the 
information sequence (and ELSE the number of decoding error
bits) and NLS is the total number of bits of the encoded
sequence, or the corresponding channel error,sequence (and 
NLSE the number of channel error bits). IRUN is used to 
count the run number (from 1 to NSYNC) for printing purpose.

6-3 Subroutine DATA2 
All the data necessary for decoding simulation are 

furnished through this subroutine. Some computations are 
done, data checked for errors, and the heading printed out. 
The flowchart is presented in Pig. 6-6. The numbers given - 
in the parentheses in each paragraph to follow as well as in 
the flowchart correspond to the numbers appearing on the
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COMMON

IRUN=0
KLSE=0
NLSE=0
KLS=0
NLS=0

CALL DATA2 
CALL EBSEQ2 
CALL METRC2

IRUN=IRUN+1

Print IRUN

CALL ENCDR

CALL TCHANL
CALL DECDR2

KLS=KLS+KL
NLS=NLS+NLM
ISYNC=ISYNC-1

I SYNC

TDER

FIMPRV=TCER/TDER ( RETURN

t d e r=k l s e/kls
t c e r=nl s e/nls

L Print FIMPRV7
L Print TDER&TCER

^  RETURN ^

Figure 6-5 Flowchart - Subroutine VITAG2
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START

Read Constants 777
Some Computation (2)

I FLAG

Read Subgeneratorsi 
(4)

Create Serial 
Connections (5)

IFLAG-Error 
(3)

STOP

Read Serial Connections
(6)

Create Subgenerators
(7)

Read Channel Error Rates (8)

/ Read Opt ions (9) /

Some Computation (10)

/ Print Hea<ling (11)/

Check Dimension Declaration (12)

Error's. yes

)
•RETURN Z Print Error / 

Message /

Figure 6-6 Flowchart - Subroutine DATA2 (DATA3)
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comment cards in the program listing. (The same convention 
is used for other subroutines also.)

(1) Read constantss The first two data cards that con
tain the number of synchronization periods, NSYNG, constants 
M, K, N» L„ and an encoder connection flag, IFLAG, are read. 
ISYNC is equivalenced to NSYNC to be used as a counter of 
synchronizations,

(2) Some computation:,Based on the data just read, some 
values used repeatedly in the decoding procedures are-calcu
lated here. For example, LSTEP is the last step of the de
coding procedures, and ESTATE represents the'number of 
states needed in the procedures. Also computed are LV/RD,
LA,LB, and LG, used to locate the relative positions of 
arrays in COMMON/DYNAM/SET as summarized in Fig. 6-3.

(3) Check IFLAG specification: IFLAG must be either 1 
(one) for parallel register configuration or 2 (two) for se-

' irial register configuration of the encoderi An error re
sults in the termination of the program,

(4) Read subgeneratorss If IFLAG =1, the encoder con
nections are to be read in the form of subgenerators. .

(5) Create serial connections: Based on the subgenera
tors read above, equivalent serial connections are created 
for internal use. (See Fig. 4-5.) .

(6) Read serial connections: If IFLAG = 2, the encoder
connections are read in the form of serial connections.

1. The reader is referred to Chap. 4 for details.
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(7) Create subgenerators: Based on the serial connec

tions read above» an equivalent subgenerator notation is 
created for a heading display.

(8) Read channel errors: Up to seven different channel
errors, ERATE1, ERATE2, ERATB], ERATE?, can be read to

obe used to specify the channel model desired.
(9) Read optionss Ml, M2, M3, and M4 are internal pa-

2rameters to control optional operations of the simulation.
(10) Some computaidns This is a continuation of para

graph (2). Here the rest of the address indicators appear
ing in Fig. 6-2 are computed. If encoding the information 
sequence is not requested (Ml ^ 1), the memory location for 
INFP is automatically collapsed by LA = LD. LTOTAL is the 
minimum dimension of array SET,in the common block needed 
for the decoding procedures of the given data. The contents 
of ENBRP (encoded branch sequences) stored at the end of 
C0MM0N/DYNAM must not be destroyed since these, are used re- 
peatedly for each synchronization period. Note that LJ must 
be chosen to be the largest of LR, LS, and LT in order to 
avoid "common block collapse" for any set of data.

(11) Print headings Heading for this simulation is 
printed out here. Some example outputs are presented in 
Appendices A and B „

2. The reader is referred to Secs..4-1-1, 4-1-3, 
and 4-2-3 in Chap. 4 for details.
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(12) Check dimension declarations If IDIM, specified by 

the user as the dimension of array SET, is less than LTOTAL 
(computed in Paragraph (10) above), then an error message 
will be printed out to inform the user of lack of memory 
available for processing the given data. Otherwise, the 
minimum dimension of SET, LTOTAL, is printed out as an in
formative message at the end of the heading.

6-4 Subroutine BNCDR 
In the following sections, subroutine ENCDR is de

scribed through the flowchart drawn in Fig. 6-7. This 
subroutine is called by subroutine VITAC2 at the User's" op
tion to generate an encoded message sequence.

(1) A message generators This portion generates a KL-
.bit information sequence by calling subroutine MESSG repeat
edly. (The reader is referred to Chap. 8 for the descrip
tion of subroutine MESSG.) The sequence is printed and is 
packed in array INFP to be preserved for the decoding error 
check at the end of the decoding procedures. IR and J are 
printing controllers and NBTT and IWORD are used for packing 
controllers as described in Sec. 5-3. LF and LA are address 
indicators for INF and INFP, respectively.

(2) A convolutional encoders In this portion of the 
subroutine, the information sequence generated above is en
coded using the convolutional encoder previously specified 
by the user. The reader is referred to Chap. 2 for a
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( START )

> Generate Message
/ Print INF(lOQ)/

GO TO 110

DO 300

DO 290

> Encode the First
L Steps (1)

'' ICOUNTi

/Print lENC(lOO)

DO 400
Encode the last

M Steps (2)DO 370

IRICOUNTi

/ Print ISNC(IOO) J Print IEN!

RETURN

Generate ISNC(N)
Pack IENC(N) in ENCP

Enter 0 into IREG

Shift IR5G by K Bits

Pack IENC(N) in ENCP

Pack INF(100) in INFP

Generate IENC(N)

Shift IREG by K Bits

Initialize IREG to 0

SUBROUTINE ME3SG 
Generate INF(100)

Unpack INFP & Shift 
it into IREG

Figure 6-7 Flowchart - Subroutine ENCDR
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detailed discussion of the operation of a convolutional en
coder. (See also Refs. [2], [12], [13]. )

DO-loop 300 generates the first L subblocks of the 
encoded sequence. First, register IRSG is shifted by K bits
(DO-loop 220) to accept a subblock of the information se- 

1 2  Kquence, which will be produced by unpacking an
appropriate word of INFP (DO-loop 240) as shown below.

|v------------  KM bits  A

I REG

IREG 4 X? x*1 1

K bits

Figure 6-8 Shifting of Encoder Register (IREG)*^ 

DO-loop 260 repeats the following operations KM
times:

IXOR = ICON(i) + IREG(j)
IF (IXOR .EQ. 2) ISNC(IWORD) = 1 - lENC(IWORD)

This returns the desired exclusive-OR'ed result (1 or 0) of 
the encoder register IREG and the connection specificator 
ICON (Fig. 6-9). To get the entire N-bit encoded subblock, 
the above process (DO-loop 260) must be repeated N times by 
DO-loop 290. During the execution of DO-loop 290, if an

3. Note that a serial register is used internally.
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accumulative number of encoded bits reaches 100, these bits 
are printed out. Packing and unpacking operations occur in 
the above process as detailed in Sec. 5-3- LA, LE, and LF 
are address indicators for INFP, ENGP, and IENC, respective
ly. DO-loop 400 generates the last M subblocks of the en
coded sequence in the same manner as in DO-loop 300 except 
that K zeros are shifted into the encoder register IREG, 
instead of the information sequence, for the purpose of pe
riodic resynchronization.

IREG(j)

KM

0 0

IREG(i)

} IENC

Figure 6-9 Generation of the Encoded Sequence

6-5 Subroutine TCHANL 
This subroutine emulates a noisy transmission chan

nel over which the coded sequence is to be sent. The expla
nations which follow refer to the flowchart of Fig. 6-10.
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START

DIMENSION
COMMON

EQUIVALENCE

Print Heading 
CHANL2(IG,IG,2)

200
SUBROUTINE CHANL2 
Generate NOISE(IOO)

Pack NOISE(IOO) 
in NOISEP

Generate Channel Noise

Print NOISE(100

GO TO 200

Check Channel Error Rate (2)Compute CRATE

M l RETURN
= 1

Add NOISEP to ENCP Add Channel Noise to
Encoded Sequence (3)

RETURN

Figure 6-10 Flowchart - Subroutine TCHANL
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(1) Generate channel noises The NLM-bit sequence of an 

error pattern is generated 100 hits (at most) at a time by 
calling subroutine CHANL2 repeatedly, NOISE(IOO) bits are 
packed in N0I3EP each time using the packing operation de
scribed in Sec. 5-3• Packing controllers used here are MBIT 
and NY/ORB." LD and LF are address indicators for N0I3EP and 
NOISE, respectively. NOISE(IOO) bits are printed out each 
time before another 100 bits are generated, IR is the 
printing controller and IP is used to control the printout 
in subroutine CHANL2. MCOUNT is used to count the number of 
errors (bit "1") in NOISEP, (See Chap. 8 for the descrip
tion of CHANL2.)

(2) Check channel error rates An actual channel error 
rate (CRATE) is computed here. This may not be exactly the 
same as the error rate specified by the user due to fluctu
ations caused by the pseudo-random number generator RANF.
NLSE is used to count the total bit number of channel errors,

(3) Add channel noises If an encoder has been used 
(internally Ml = 1), the channel noise (NOISEP) ■ generated 
above is added modulo-two to the encoded sequence (ENCP) to 
produce a received sequence (RCVP) which is to be fed into a 
decoder. This modulo-two addition takes place with, both ENCP 
and NOISEP in the packed form using function XOR (see Sec, 
4̂ -3) which performs an exclusive-OR of the two words on a 
bit-by-bit basis. LD is the address indicator for both RQVP 
and NOISEP, LE for ENCP, and LF for NOISE.
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If the encoder was not called, the error pattern 

(NOISEP) itself is used as the received sequence (i.e., an 
all-zero information sequence is assumed; this can be done 
without loss of generality for symmetric channels and saves 
some computation and memory).

6-6 Decoding: Algorithm 
Before detailing the simulation software of the de

coder, the basic structure of the process used to develop 
the software logic is reviewed briefly. For further detail, 
the reader is referred to Chap. 2 and Refs. [2], [12], [ 13].

In an effort to acquire the general idea of the de
coding procedures by the Viterbi algorithm, the trellis is 
drawn in Fig. 6-12 for the convolutional code generated by 
the encoder below(Fig. 6-11). ^

____________A._________
r \

ICON ICONICON

> N

Figure 6-11 A Convolutional Encoder
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step*/
y1Y y010000 0000 0000 0000

0001 0001
0010 0010
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0100
0101
0110 0110

1000 1000 1000
1001
1010

V
1100
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bits 1110

1111

MCOM(Ol) 
MCOM(02) 
MC0M(03) 
MC0M(04) 
MC0M(0 5 ) 
MCOM(06) 
MC0M(0?) 
MC0M(08) 
MCOM(09) 
MCOM(IO) 
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step 
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0000 0000 0000

0010 0010
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0100 0100
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1010

K(M-l)
1100

1101

1111

Figure 6-12 Trellis for M = 3> K = 2, (N = 3) Code - Example 1 -o
ON



The trellis structure of the code suggests the use 
of 2^ ^ “^  different micro-computers [10] for the decoding 
procedures as depicted figuratively in Fig. 6- 13.

step 1 step 2

gKfM-l)

states V  

(ISTATS)

MCOM 1 MCOM 1

MCOM 2 MCOM 2 j

MCOM 3 MCOM 3

MCOM 4 MCOM 4

•
.

MCOM 2K M̂ "1^ MCOM 2K M̂"1^

-------- Y
L+M steps (ISTEP)

step L+M

MCOM 1

MCOM 2

MCOM 3

MCOM 4

MCOM 2K(M-l)

J

Figure 6- 13 Micro-Computers (MCOM)

Various functions of each micro-computer are:̂
1) To find out from which previous states the branches 

received are emanating.
2) To compute the branch sequence (BS) associated with 

each incoming branch.

4. These functions were roughly categorized in three steps in Chap. 2.
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3) To generate the encoded branch sequence (EBS) for 

each.incoming branch.
4) To compare each EBS with the corresponding received 

bits.
5) To compute the partial metric (PMTRC) associated 

with each branch.
6) To add each PMTRC to the corresponding additive met

ric (AMTRC) for each branch; TEMTRC = AMTRC + PMTRC.
7)' To choose the state (previous state) associated with 

the largest metric (TEMTRC).
8) To preserve the TEMTRC (now AMTRC of this state).
9) To store BS in the buffer register for the decoded

sequehce (DECP) of the chosen state.

In order to visualize these functions, the reader.is 
referred to the illustration of overall operations of each 
micro-computer in Fig. 6-22. (The detailed explanations 
will be given in Sec. 6-8, p. 86.)

In an effort to find some keys to the structure of 
the decoding trellis which may be useful in implementing the 
functions of micro-computers, one section of the different 
trellises is presented in Figs. 6-14 and 6-15 for codes with 
M =4, K = 2, and M = 3, K =3, respectively. (The same 
convention established in Chap, 2 has been applied to the 
construction of these trellises here also.) Considering the 
pictures of these trellises, the first ^  states
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2 \
=4

K

MCOM(l) 
MCOM(2) 
MCOM(3) 
MC0M(4) 
MCOM(5) 
MCOM(6) 
MCOM(7) 
MCOM(8)

x(l)x(2)

2K<

mcom(57)
MCOI.K58) 
MCOMC59) 
MC0M(60) 
MCOM(6l ) 
MCOM(62 ) 
MCOM(63) 
MCOM(64)

Tl\''\\ 1 o /// ̂

I

(000000)
(000001)
(000010)
(000011)
(000100)
(000101)
(000110)
(000111)

(001110)
(001111)
(010000)
(010001)

(110000) 
(110001)

(111110)
(111111)

2K(M-2)

=16
Group#0
(00)

K(M-2)

r Group#! 
(10)

! K(M-2)

Group#2
(01)

2K(M-2)

^ Group#3 
(11)

Figure 6- 14 Trellis (M = 4, K = 2) - Example 2
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000000)MC0M(1

000001 )MC0M(2

000010)MCOM(3

000011 )MCOM(4

000100)MCOM(5

000101 )MCOM(6

000110)MCOM(7

000111)MCOM(8

001000)MCOM(9

(1) (2) (3)X X X
AOOO

'fill
(111000)MCOM(57)

(111111) 
J

MCOM(64)

K(N-2)

=16

Group #0 
(OOP)

K(M-2)

Group #1 
(100)

K(M-2)2
Group #7 
(lil)

Figure 6-1 5 Trellis (M = 3. K = 3) - Example 3
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receive all-zero sequences, the second states re
ceive 100...00, and the third, 0100...00, and so on. (All 
these branch sequences are K-bit long, and all the branch 
sequences a state gets are the same by construction of the 
trellis.) That is, given a state, the branch sequence (BS^ 
for short) the state gets are the reversed binary represen
tation of the group number to which the state belongs as-

Ksuming that the groups are numbered from 0 to 2 -1 from top 
to bottom in the trellis (Fig. 6-16).

x (l) x (2) x (3) X (K)

Group #0 BS = 0 0 0 . . . 0
Group #1 BS = 1 0 0 0
Group #2 BS = 0 1 0 0

Figure 6-16 Assignment of the Branch Sequences (BS)

Based on the discussion presented in this section, 
the simulation software of the Viterbi algorithm is pro
gramed as to be described in the next two sections.

5. To be consistant with and to clarify the distinc
tion between the terminologies, a few remarks may be added. 
The branch sequence, abbreviated as BS in the text and used 
under the mnemonic name IBS in the software, should be in
terpreted as synonymous with a K-bit subblock of the inform
ation (or message) sequence associated with a branch. The 
encoded branch sequence (N bits) abbreviated as BBS in the 
text is generated by encoding the BS. .. The mnemonic name - SNBR is used in the software to represent an element (of a 
bit) of BBS. The ENBR's are stored in the register called BBSEQ (Fig. 6-21, p.86). This is also the name of the subroutine, BBSEQ2.



6-7 Subroutine E3SEQ2 
The repetitive structure of the trellis reveals that 

the generation of the encoded branch sequences (E3S for 
short) of function 3) in the previous section does not have 
to be repeated at each step but can be done once at the out
set of the decoding procedures if the resultant ESS's are

START

DO 380 IGR0UP=1,2

DO 300

DO 370 ISTATE=1,LSTATE

STOP

DIMENSION
COMMON
EQUIVALENCE
LOGICAL

Compute Register Contents of the State 
IREG(K+1 KM),

Enter Branch Sequence into IREG 
IREG(1,...,K)

Generate Encoded Branch Sequence ENBR 
Pack ENBR in ENBRP 

ENBR ENBRP

Figure 6- 17 Flowchart - Subroutine EB3SQ2
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stored properly. Subroutine EB3SQ2 is separated from the 
rest of the decoding procedures for this reason. The flow
chart of this subroutine is presented in Fig. 6- 1?.

Using the nested structure of DO-loops 380 and 370, 
all 2 ^  EBS's associated with an iteration are computed in 
such order that 2^  branches emanating from a certain step 
are treated from the highest one to the lowest one accord
ing to their vertical positions in the trellis at the right 
end of the branch. This is illustrated below using a small 
trellis (Fig. 6-18).

step i-1 step i

EBS

EBS
EBS

EBS

EBS

Figure 6-18 Generation Order of EBS's

With this configuration in mind, it is seen that D0- 
loop 300 computes the BS outside DO-loop 370 and stores it in 
register IREG (Fig. 6- 19) taking advantage of the trellis 
structure that all the BS’s reaching the states in the same
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group are the same. Given a group number, IGROUP, with one 
originating index, the BS to be stored in IREG is internally 
computed as follows:

DO 300 I = 1, K 
MQ = IGROUP - 1 
KIL = K - I + 1 + L E  
IRSG(KIL) = 0
MSK = M3 .AND. SHIFT(1,1 - 1)

300 IF (MSK ,N3. 0) IRFG(KIL) = 1

It is assumed in the above operation that an integer is rep
resented in its binary form inside the machine. Subscript 
KIL is set to yield the desired ordering of BS, X ̂  ̂ X ̂  ̂ ... 
X ^ \  in I REG (Fig. 6- 19). LE is the address indicator for 
I REG.

K-bit BS K(M-l) stages
r X  ̂( — ^------------------ ,
X<K) . . . x(2) x (l) register contents

Figure 6- 19 Register IREG Configuration

For each group (controlled by DO-loop 380), 2 ^ ^  ^  
EB3's associated with different register contents of the 
previous states must be generated by DO-loop 370. The lat
ter portion of IREG is filled with the appropriate register 
contents by DO-loop 310, utilizing the convention that the 
register contents of a state is the binary representation of 
the state number, as follows:
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DO 310 I = 1, KMM 
II = KM - I + 1 + LA
MR = I3TATE - 1 
IREG(II) = 0MSK = MR .AND. SHIFT(1, 1-1)

310 IF (MSK .NE. 0) IREG(II) = 1

It should be understood above that the register IREG is the
internal representation of the serial encoder register dis
cussed in Chap. 2. (See Fig. 4-5 also.) DO-loop J60 gen
erates an N-bit EBS for a given BS using the serial encoder 
connection ICON previously furnished by the user. Modulo- 
two addition needed in encoding is performed by DO-loop 330, 
returning a logical value in ENBR as shown in Fig. 6-20. An
EBS comprises N consecutive values of ENBR generated by DO-
loop 360. ENBR is packed each time in register ENBR? as
shown in Fig. 6- 21 using the packing operation. NBIT and

Input IREG

ICON

» ENBR

» ENBR

» ENBR

Figure 6-20 Generation of EBS1 s
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NY/ORD are packing controllers. LJ and IE are used as ad
dress indicators for ENBR and IREG, respectively.

„KM

SNBRP
r

E3S__ ESS'__

ENBR1 ENBR2 • • • e n b r n . . . . EN3R1 ENBR2 • * * e n b r n

Figure 6-21 Storing EBS's in SNBRP

6-8 Subroutine DECDR2 
This section describes the software structure of 

micro-computers assumed in the discussion of Sec. 6-6. Fig
ure 6- 22 illustrates the various functions of micro-computer

step(IPRVS)

MCOM(MA,IPRVS)
AMTRC(MA,IPRV3) 
DSCP(MA,IPRVS)

PMTRC 
IBS

MC0M(MA+1 , IPRVS)
AMTRC(MA+1,IPRVS) 
DSCP(MA+1,IPRVS)
MC0M(MA+2,IPRVS)
AMTRC(MA+2,IPRVS) 
DSCP(MA+2,IPRVS)

MCOM(MZ,IPRVS)
AMTRC(MZ,IPRVS) 
DECP(MZ,IPRVS)

step(IPRST)

PMTRC

PMTRC

PMTRC

MCOM(I3TATE,IPRST)
AMTRC(ISTATE,IPRST) 
DECP(ISTATE,IPRST)

AMTRC : Additive Metric 
DECP : Decoded Sequence 
IBS s Branch Sequence 
EBS t Encoded Branch Seq 
PMTRC i Partial Metric

Figure 6-22 Various Functions of Micro-Computer MCOM
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MC0M(ISTATE,IPRST). The flowchart of this subroutine is 
presented in Fig. 6-23.

Due to the large amount of memory required for the 
Viterbi algorithm, two sets of registers (for the decoded 
sequence and the metric) are allocated to be used on each 
iteration in the trellis, rather than L+M-l different sets 
of such registers. That is, one set of registers is used 
for MCOM at the present step, and the other for MOON at the 
previous step. In order to realize this software structure, 
the two sets of registers must be renamed at each step. 
Subscripts IPRST (for the present step) and IPRVS (for the 
'previous step) are introduced for this purpose (Fig. 6-24).

It is seen in Fig. 6-22 that each MCOM has its own 
likelihood (or additive metric) up to that steps AMTRC; .and 
preserves its own decoding path history (or decoded sequence) 
up to that steps DECP. MCOM(ISTATE,ISTEP) receives branches 
emanating from states MA, MA+1, MA+2, ..., MZ, at the pre
vious step.

Again observing Pigs. 6-14 and 6-15, the following
rules concerning the state numbers from which the branches
are emanating can be seen. Looking at the first group of
2%(M-2) presen^ states, we note that the first state re-

Kceives branches from state 1 to state 2 inclusive at the
previous step, the second one receives branches from state
K K2 +1 to state 2x2 inclusive, and so on, and the last state



START

DO 800 I3TEP=2,LSTSP

DO 700 IGR0UP=1,2

DO 600 MSTATS=1,IE
DO 450 MAZ=MAtMZ ..

To the next page

Generate IBS(K)

Initialize Metric

Initialize Variables

Transfer DEC? 
Contents

Unpack RCVP 
in RCV(N)

Pack IBS(K) 
in DECP

Print Steps Completed

Choose the Largest 
Metric

DIMENSION
COMMON

EQUIVALENCE
LOGICAL

Unpack EN3RP & 
Compare it with RCV &

Add Metric

Figure 6- 23 Flowchart - Subroutine DECDR2
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From the previous page

Print Decoded 
Sequence 
......... (9)

(100) /Print IDEG

GO TO 910
GO TO 970Ml

Check Decoding 
Error 

 (10)

IDSRR(IOO) /Print

/  Print PRATE

RETURN

Unpack DECP 
in IDSC(IOO)

Unpack DERRP in 
IDERRP(IOO)

Decoding Error Rate 
DRATE = ICOUNT / KL

Decoding Error Pattern 
DERRP = INFP e DECP

Figure 6- 23 Flowchart - Subroutine DECDR2 (cont.)
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in the first group receives branches from the last 2 states 
at the previous step. The same observation is done for the 
rest of the groups at the present step. This structural 
rule of the trellis is incorporated in setting the value of 
MA in the program. (See Fig. 6- 29 , p. 98.)

Referring back to the flowchart of the Viterbi de
coder in Fig. 6-23, the multiple-nested structure of the 
software can be observed. As is clear from the flowchart, 
if the decoding procedures are viewed as the sequential oper
ation of the micro-computers, the outermost DO-loop 800 con
trols the "step" of the micro-computers in the trellis in the

step .......  i-2 i-l i

i " ■  
1 DECP DECP

Tv/o Sets 1 AMTRC AMTRC
of I

Registers 1
L  _

(IPRVS) (IPRST)

ISTEP 2 3 4 5 L+M

IPRST 1 0 1 0

IPRVS 0 i 0 i

Figure 6-24 Two Sets of Registers for IPRST and IPRVS
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course of decoding. (By construction of the micro-computers, 
ISTEP should start from 2.) DO-loop 700, along with DO-loop 
600, controls the "state" in the trellis; the two DO-loops 
are used to place the generation of IBS (branch sequence) 
outside the inner loop. DO-ldop 4^0 controls the "branches" 
coming to the state.

In the sequel, due to the interleaving software 
structure, the explanations will be given in a functional •
manner, rather than in the order of processing as shown in
the complete program listings. (For each paragraph which 
follows, a partial listing is provided as an easy reference 
to highlight the portion(s) of the software needed for a 
particular operation.)

(1) Metric initialization; See Fig. 6-29. All the
additive metrics, AMTRC, must be heavily biased at the out
set of the decoding procedures except the one at state 1. . 
This is suggested in Ref. [9] and was discussed in Chap. 2.

(2) Unpack RCVP in RCV(N); See Fig. 6-25- At the be

ginning of each step (ISTEP), an appropriate subblock (N- 
bits) of the received sequence stored in RCVP must be un
packed in the N-stage logical register RGY to be compared 
with the encoded branch sequence for likelihood computation. 
The unpacking operation is employed here. Packing control
lers used here are LBIT and LWORD. LI and LD are address 
indicators for RCV and RCVP, respectively.
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Urroack RCVP in RCV(N)

IA=LI+1
IAN=LI+N
LBIT=0
LV/0RD=LD+1

DO 800 ISTEP

DO 300 I=IA,IAN ^
| IF(LBIT.LT.NRW) GO TO 200 |
, LT.V 0 RD=LV/O RD+1 .
1 LBIT=0 1
I 200 RCV(I)=.FALSE. }
I MSK=RCVP(LWORD). AND. SHIFT( 1 ,NRV/-1-LBIT) ,
1 IF(MSK.NE.O) RCV(I)=.TRUE. 1
| 300 LBIT=LBIT+1 J

DO 700 IGROUP

DO 600 MSTATE

DO 450 MAZ

- 450 CONTINUE

-600 CONTINUE 
-700 CONTINUE

-800 CONTINUE

Figure 6-25 Listing - Unpack RCVP in RCV(N)



Generate IBS(K)

-DO 800 ISTEP

 DO 700 IGR0UP=1,IT

I do"4oo iT i .k
I LHI=LH+I

MQ=IGR0UP-1 
1 IBS(LHI)=0

MSK=MQ.AND.SHIFT(1,1-1) 
400 IF(MSK.NE.O) IBS(LHI)=1

DO 600 MSTATE

DO 450 MAZ

450 CONTINUE

600 CONTINUE 
700 CONTINUE

800 CONTINUE

Figure 6-26 Listing - Generate I3S(K)



Unpack, Compare and Get Metric
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IA=LI+1
IAN=LI+N

DO 800 ISTEP
I3IT=0
IV/0RD=LJ+1

DO 700 IGROUP

DO 600 M3TATE

DO 450 MAZ 
PMTRC=6.
DO 430 I=IA,IAN 1
IF(IBIT.LT.NRV/) GO TO 410 |
IV/ 0 RD=IV/ 0 RD+1 
IBIT=0

410 M3K=ENBRP (I WORD). AND . SHIFT (1, NRV/-1 - IBIT)
IF(MSK.EQ.O) GO TO 415 I
ADD=ALGP01
IF(RCV(I)) ADD=ALGP11 |
GO TO 425 ,415 ADD=ALGPOO I
IF(RCV(I )) ADD=ALGP10 ;

425 PMTRC=PMTRC+ADD 
430 IBIT=IBIT+1

| | ------ 450 CONTINUE

600 CONTINUE 
•700 CONTINUE
800 CONTINUE

Figure 6-27 Listing - Unpack, Compare and Get Metric
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(3) Generate IBSs See.Fig, 6- 26. By construction of 

the trellis, the branch sequences the states in the same 
group get are the same. Therefore, a K-stage register 
IBS(K) for the branch sequence is filled right after 1GR0UP 
is set. The operation is the same as that of DO-loop 300 
in Sec. 6-7. -

(4) Unpack-compare-get metric $ See Fig. 6- 27. In this 
section an appropriate N-bit encoded branch sequence stored 
in ENBRP are unpacked to be compared with a corresponding 
N-bit subblock of the received sequence (which has been un
packed previously) for likelihood computation. Depending 
on the combination of the two corresponding bits, one of 
the four likelihoods or log Prob(i j), with the mnemonic 
notation being ALGPij in the software, is added to a partial 
metric (PMTRC) each time. (The reader is referred to Chap.
8 for the description of subroutine METRO2.) As a result, 
the partial metric associated with the branch being consid
ered is stored in PMTRC. Because of the construction, en
coded branch sequences are unpacked here in the order origi
nally stored, (see Figs. 6-18 and 6-21). IBIT and IWORD are 
packing controllers used for unpacking. 11 and 1J are ad
dress indicators for RCV and ENBRP, respectively.

(5) Choose the largest metrics See Fig. 6-29. In this 
section, PMTRC just computed above is added to the additive 
metric, AMTRC, of the previous state, resulting in a tempo
rary metric, TEMTRC, as followss
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TEMTRC = AMTRC (MAZ , IPRYS) + PMTRC 

If this new TEMTRC is larger than AMTRC(ISTATE,IPRST), it is 
equivalence! to TEMTRC. LAZ stores the state number (MAZ) 
with which the above TEMTRC is associated. At the end of 
DO-loop 450» AMTRC(ISTATE,IPRST) assumes the largest metric 
value and LAZ assums the state number at the previous step 
with which the largest, metric was associated.

Concerning the structure of registers AMTRC and DECP, 
the following internal configuration of arrays is assumed s 
By virture of the dynamic allocation structure of the soft
ware , all arrays appearing in COMMbN/DYNAM/ must be one
dimensional. Since the number of elements needed in both 
AMTRC-register and DECP-register.for one iteration is the 
same, i.e., the number of states in the trellis s ,
the first element of each LWRD elements on DECP-register is 
reserved for AMTRC of the respective state. This configu- 
lation is illustrated in Fig. 6-28,

(6) Transfer DECP contentss See Fig, 6- 29. Once the 
branch to be preserved is decided based on metric compari
sons, the branch sequence along that branch must be added to 
the path history of that branch. Since only two sets of 
registers are used for storage, the old path history must be 
first transferred to the "present" register and then the new 
branch sequence (K bits) are added to it. This transfer 
takes place (DO-loop 4-60) between packed words in DECP- 
register at word level. In order not to affect the.metric



DEC? ( % ( % - !  )-l + 1 + 1 , z^-l) , 2 )
AMTRC

V—
LWRD

NPRST & NPRVS

# of states

:— LWRD--
(ISTATE=1)

 LWRD —
(ISTATE=1)

  LWRD —
(ISTATE=2)

  LWRD —
(ISTATE=2)

LWRD
LE

NPRVS
(NPRST)

NPRST
(NPRVS) AMTRC AMTRC

Figure 6-28 Register DECP (or AMTRC) Configuration
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* -&-X- ***Initialize Metric, Choose Largest Metric, & Transfer DECP

IPRVS=0
MBIT=0
IHALF=LG/2

: 11 =LS+1 +LV/RD I
i DO 100 1=1I,LH,LWRD j
; 100 AIvITRC (I) =3MTRC
? LEM=L5+1 I
I ATJTRC (LEM)=0. I

DO 800 ISTEP
NV/0 RD= (TIB IT+K -1 )/NRY/+l+l
NPRVS=IHALF*IPRVS+LE
MG=-IE
DO 700 IGROUP 
MA=1
JY/ORD=NPRVS-LWRD
MG=MG+IE
DO 600 MSTATE=1,IE 
ISTATE=M3TATE+IE
 Print ISTEP and ISTATE
IC.VO RD=KW0 RD+LWRD
AMTRC(KWORD+1)=BMTRC +BMTRC
MZ=MA+IT-1
DO 450 MAZ=MA,MZ

JW0RD=JW0RD+LWRD ~I
I TEMTRC=AMTRC(JWORD+1)+PMTRC |
| IF(TEMTRC1LE.AMTRC(KWORD+1)) GO TO 450 I

AMTRC(KWORD+1)=TEMTRC |
LAZ=MAZ 1

I____ LAGV/RD=JWORD____________________________ J
-450 CONTINUE 

MA=MA+IT  —  — , ***DO 460 I=2,NW0RD 
[460_DECP U+KY/0_RD )=DSCP( I+LAGWRD)
- 600 CONTINUE
- 700 CONTINUE

M3IT=MBIT+K 
IPRVS=1-IPRVS

800 CONTINUE

Figure 6-29 Listing - Initialize,Largest Metric,Transfer
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value stored in the first element of DECP, the index of DO- 
loop 460 starts from 2.

(7) Pack IBS in DECP: See Fig. 6-30. IBS generated at 
paragraph (3) is now packed into an appropriate location of 
the decoded sequence register, DECP, decided on the "basis of 
metric comparisons. MMBIT and MMWQRD are used for packing 
controllers, LH and LE are address indicators for IBS and 
DECP, respectively,

(8) Steps completed: See Fig. 6- 31« If option 2, 
represented as M2 = 2 internally, is requested, the total 
number of steps needed to complete the decoding procedures 
(LPM = L-i-M-l) is divided by 10 to decide the increment, 
NUMBER. ' (One is added for the case of LPM being less than 
10.) ICSTEP is used to count the steps completed up to 
NUMBER; NMBR indicates the total number of steps completed. 
When ICSTEP becomes equal to NUMBER, the following statement 
is printed out:

SO FAR, "NMBR” STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED. 
and in completion of all steps:

ALL L+M-l = "LPM" STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.
(9) Print decoded sequence: See Fig, 6- 23. In this 

section the estimated information sequence is printed out as 
the final result. That is, the contents of the DECP regis
ter in state 1 at the present step are taken as the decoded 
sequence. (This is seen as NWORD = "NPRST" .+ 2 in the pro
gram listing.)



Pack IBS(K) in DEC?

IB=LH+1
IBK=LH+K
IPRST=1
M3IT=0
IHALF=LG/2
DO 800 I3TEP
Ml'/ ORD=MB IT/NRW+1 +1 
MBITX=MOD(MBIT,NRW) 
NPR3T=IHALF*IPRST+LE
KT.70RD=NPR3T-LWRD
DO 700 IGROUP 
(Generate IBS)
DO 600 M3TATE 
KV/O RD=KV/0 RD+LWRD 
DO 450 MAZ

450 CONTINUE
MMBIT=MBITX 
MIVT.'/O RD=K\VO RD+IvT,70 RD 
DO 500 I=IB,IBK 
IF(MMBIT.LT.NRW) GO TO 4?0 
ISD/O RD=MM,70 RD+1 
MMBIT=0 

4?0 MSK=SHIFT(1, NRV/-1 -MMBIT)
IF(IBS(I).EQ.1) GO TO 480 
DECP(MMY/ORD)=DECP(MMWORD). AND. .NOT.MSK 
GO TO 500

480 DECP (MMWORD) =DECP (MMT»70RD). OR. MSK 
500 I®1BIT=MMBIT+1
600 CONTINUE 
700 CONTINUE

MBIT=MBIT+K 
IPRST=1RIPRST

800 CONTINUE

Figure 6- 30 Listing - Pack IBS(K) in DECP
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Steps Completed (Option 2 i M2=2)

ICSTEP=0
NUMBER=LPM/10+1
NMBR=0

DO 800 ISTEP

DO 700 IGROUP

DO 600 MSTATE

600 CONTINUE 
700 CONTINUE

, IF(M2.NE.2) GO TO 800 '
, ICSTEP=ICSTEP+1 1
, IF(ICSTEP.NE.NUMBER) GO TO 800 ]
I NMB R=NMB R+N UMB ER
I ..... Print NMBR I

ICSTEP=0 J

• 800 CONTINUE
IF(M2.NE.2) GO TO 809
  Print LPM

809 CONTINUE

Figure 6-31 Listing - Steps Completed Printout
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First, DO-loop 930. unpacks the appropriate words in 
DEC? in 100-bit length integer register IDEC(lOO). NBIT and / 
NWORD are used as packing controllers here. LM is the ad
dress indicator for IDEG. Printing then takes place. Un
packing and printing are repeated until all KL bits are 
printed out.

(10) Check decoding errors See Fig. 6- 23• If an encoder 
has been used (Ml = 1), the decoded sequence is compared with 
the original information sequence for a decoding error pat
tern. This is done in the packed form using function XOR, 
resulting in DERRP. This decoding error pattern is unpacked 
and printed out in the same fashion as the decoded sequence.
A decoding error rate, DRATE, is computed wheather or not the 
encoder has been called.

Finally, an additive number of error bits, KLSE, is 
incremented by IGOUNT to update the total error bit number.



CHAPTER 7

SOFTWARE. DESCRIPTION FOR MODEL-3

In this chaptert a simulation package Model-3 is
\ * described in detail. This has been developed as the modifi

cation of Model-2 to perform event stepped operation. The 
reader is referred to the program listings documented in Ref,

7-1 General Simulation Structure 
The entire simulation process is controlled by the 

main program MODEL3 as below:,,

PROGRAM MODEL3 
DIMENSION SET(2000)
COMMON/MODEL/.../CONST/.../METRIC/.  _
RUNSET(n)
CALL VITAG3
STOP
END

As in M0DEL2, the common blocks must be established to pre
serve the memory location for arrays and variables to be 
shared by all the subroutines attached to this program.

The whole structure of this simulation program is 
illustrated in the system chart of Fig. 7-1 • Subroutine- - 
DATA3 specifies the simulation format. Subroutine EBSEQ3 
computes the encoded branch sequences. Subroutine METRC3

103
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- Subroutine VITAG3 -

Repeats 
NSYNC times

*Comoute Likelihood

^Compute Encoded 
Branch Sequences

Compute Typical 
Setup of Metric 
Values

^Specify Data 
*Print Heading 
*Check Data Error

*Check Total Channel & 
Decoding Error Rates

^Perform Viterbi Deco
ding Using Event 
Stepped Simulation

Analyze Channel Noise 
and Return Error-free 
& Burst-error Events
(CALL CHANL)

. Subroutine DATA3

. Subroutine EBSEQ3 

. Subroutine METRO3

. Subroutine TYPMEC

... Subroutine
EVENT

... Subroutine
DECDR3

Figure 7- 1 System Chart for Model-3 Simulation
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computes the likelihood function needed for the decoding 
procedures. (The.reader is referred to Chap. 8 for the dis
cussion of METRC3.) For event stepped simulation, the typi
cal setup of the metric values (as discussed in Chap. 3) 
must be computed by subroutine TYPMEC. After these prepara
tions subroutine EVENT analyzes the channel noise sequence, 
and returns the sequence of error-free and burst-error 
events. Based on this analysis, subroutine DECDR3 skips the 
error-free events during the course of the decoding proce
dures. The process is repeated NSYNC times and the total 
channel and decoding error rates are computed.

The dynamic allocation chart for Model-3 simulation 
is presented in Fig. 7-2 to serve as a reference throughout 
the discussion of Model-3. All the variables appearing, in 
the chart are summarized in Fig. 7-3. The rest of the la
beled common blocks used in the progran are tabulated in Fig. 
7-4.

7-2 Subroutine VITAG3
The function of this subroutine is more or less the

same as that of VITAC2 in the previous chapter, A flowchart
is shown in Fig. 7-5 to clarify the functions of each sub-
routine called by VITAC3. NT is used to count the total
number of subblocks needed for decoding. ISTEPX is used to
accumulate the number of subblocks ”actually5' processed,
XACT, due to the event stepped simulation. BFAC is the
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Labeled COMMON / DYNAM / SET

MODEL]

DATA]

SET(20000)

ICON
(KM.N)

LA

ISUBG
(M.K.N)
ISTG(KM)

LTOTAL

EB3E3] ENBRP
(LB)
LG ̂

IRSG(K?.1)

METRO]

TYPMEC TYMTRC (LSTATE,2) LAZ
(LSTATE,2)

EVENT
(CHANL)

LH NOISEP (LC) 
at most

■H*

IE3S
(LS)

NOISE
(LD)

LK

NSYNC

DECDR]

l_

DECP(LWRD,LSTATE,2) 
AMTRC (LY/RD, LSTATE, 2 ) 

<-------L M --------->

IBS
(K)

LP

RCV
(N)

LM,•L'VRD

V v_

IDEC(50)
LP
.....

LQ 

LRU

L3

Figure 7-2 Dynamic Allocation Chart for Model-3
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KL=K*L LE=2*INT(FLOAT(LPM)/FL0AT
KM=K*M (IGUARD)+2.)
LPM=L+M-1 IF(LEE.NS.1) LE=LEE
NLM=N*LPM LG=LA+LB
KLM=K*LPM LH=LG+LSTATE+LSTATE
KMM=K*<M-1) LJ=LH+LC

LI=LJ+LE
IS=2**(K*(M-2)) •LK=LI+LD

■ LSTEP=L+M LM=LWRD*LSTATE+LWRD^LSTATE
■LSTA.TE=2**KMM.- LF=LI+LM/2+LWRD
LV/RD= (KLM-i )/NRW+l LS=LF+50
LA-KM*N IF(Ml.NE.O) LS=LF
•LB= ( N"2**KM-1 )/NRW+l LP=LI+LM
LC=(NLM-1)/NRW+1 LQ=LP+K
LD-N*(10*IGHARD+ERATS1 LR=LQ+N

*IGUARD*10) LTOTAL=MAX0(LR,LK,LS)
IF(LDD.NE.l) LD=LDD IF(LTOTAL.NE.LK) LK=LT0TAL

Figure 7-3 Constants and Address Indicators for Model-3

Labeled 
Common Blocks Contents

/M0DEL/A(6)$ NRW, IDIM, IGUARD, LDD, LEE, MVALUE
/C0NST/B(15)i M, K, N, L, KL, KM, LPM, NLM, KLM, KMM, 

IT, IE, LSTEP, LSTATE, LWRD
/METRIC/C(5)s ALGPOO, ALGP01, ALGP10, ALGP11, BMTRC
/locate/d(i5)i LA, LB, LC, LD, LE, LF, LG, LH, LI, LJ, 

LK, LM, LP, LQ, LR
/0PTI0M/E(10)! Ml, M2, M3, ISYNC, KLSS, ELSE, NSYNC, 

CERROR, IERROR, IACT
/ERATES/F(7)s ERATE1, ERATE2, ERATE3, . ERATE?

Figure 7 Labeled Common Blocks for Model-3



^  START ^

o o

_ 
1

CALL I 
CALL 1 
CALL I 
CALL G

)ATA3
1ETRC3
SBSSQ3fYPMEC

NT=0
ISTSPX=0
KL3E=0
NL3S=0
KLS=0
NLS=0
IRUN=0

100
IRUN=IRUN+1

/ Print IRUN/

CALL EVENT
CALL DECDR3

ISTEPX=I3TSPX+IACT
KLS=KLS+KL
NLS=NLS+NLM
NT=NT+LPM
ISYN0=ISYNC-1

ISYNC

TDER=KL3S/KLS
TCER=NLSS/NLS

Print TDSR 
& TCER

TDER

FIMPRV=TCER/TDER

/  Print FIMPRV /

BFAC=NT/ISTEPX

/  Print BFAC /

^  RETURN ^

Figure 7-5 Flowchart - Subroutine VITAC3



"benefit factor" of the event stepped simulation. The read
er is referred to Sec. 6-2 for the descriptions of other
mnemonic names used in VITA03.

7-3 Subroutine DATA3 
All the data necessary for the decoding simulation 

are furnished through this subroutine. The structure of the 
subroutine is the same as that of DATA2 (see Fig. 6- 6 for 
the flowchart of DATA3) and the description given in Sec,
6-3 applies to this subroutine also except for paragraph
(10) which should be rewritten as follows:

(10) Some computation: Values of LD, LE, LF, LR,
LS, LTOTAL (along with LA, LB, and LG computed in paragraph 
(2) ) are to be used in the dynamic allocation chart of Fig,
7-2, LD and LE will be explained in Sec. 7-5» If the 
printing of bit sequences is to be omitted by option (M3/0), 
LS = LF 4- 50 is reduced to LS = LF, In order to avoid a 
common block collapse, - LTOTAL must be the largest of LR, LK, 
and LS. Finally, LK is equivalenced to LTOTAL so that reg
ister NOISE can occupy the rest of the common block. Other 
computation should be obvious from the context.

7-4 Subroutine TYPMEC 
This subroutine computes the "typical setup" of met

ric values for the event.stepped simulation discussed in 
Chap, 3" This is the same metric; computation done in the 
first MVALUE-1 steps of the trellis assuming an all-zero
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received, sequence. Since a set of these metric values is 
the same for each, synchronization period, it is computed

' f
once in this subroutine prior to the event stepped operation. 
The resultant typical setup of metric values is stored in 
register TYMTRC.

The flowchart of this subroutine is shown in Fig.
7-6. The DO-loop structure of the subroutine is very simi
lar to that of the decoding process itself (Subroutine 
DECDR2 in Sec. 6-8), except that in TYPMEC only the computa
tions concerning metric values are performed. The internal 
configuration of register TYMTRC is shown in Fig. 7-7. An
other register with a similar configuration, LAZ, which 
stores the branch setup, follows right after register TYMTRC. 
Here also, like register DECP in DECDR2, internal parameters 
NPRST and NPRVS are introduced to indicate the ranges of the 
present and the previous contents, respectively, of the 
metric values stored in TYMTRC. Variables KWORD (for the 
present step) and MWORD (for the previous step) are used as 
indices of register TYMTRC (not as packing controllers here). 
For register LAZ to store the branch setup, variables KWORDX . 
and MWORDX are used for the same purpose.

The value of MVALUE can differ slightly even among 
codes with the same constraint length, as noted in the dis
cussion of Chap. 3* Subroutine TYPMEC automatically decides 
the value of MVALUE for a particular code to be used by com
paring a new set of metric values (TYMTRC(KWORD)) with the



START

DO 800 ISTEP=2,MVALX

DO 700 IGR0UP=1,2

DO 600 MSTATE=1,IE

MZ=MA-IT+1
DO 500 MAZ=MA,MZ

500

600
700

=LSTATXIREACH

800
850

RETURN

MA=1

IREACH=0

Transfer

MVALUE=ISTEP-1

Initialize Metric

Unpack EN3RP & Get PMTRC

NPRST=NNPR-N?R5T
NPRVS=NNPR-N?RV5

DIMENSION
COMMON
EQUIVALENCE

Choose the Largest Metric 
& Store It in TYMTRC

If Metrics & Branches Are 
Repeated, IR5ACH=IR5ACH-2 '

LSTATX=2*LSTATE
MVALX=M*2
NPRST=LG+LSTATS
NPRVS=LG
NNPR=LG+LG+LSTAT:

Figure 7-6 Flowchart - Subroutine TYPMEC
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previous one (TYMTRC(MWORD)) as well as a new setup of the 
branches (LAZ(KWORDX)) with the previous one (LAZ(MWORDX)), 
as it proceeds with metric computations deeper into the 
trellis. If the repetition of both the metric values and 
the branch setup is sensed by the subroutine (by checking if 
IREACH = 2 * ESTATE), the value of MVALUE is taken to be the 
current value of the DO-loop index, ISTEP, minus one; MVALUE 
= ISTEP - 1. This is transmitted to subroutine DECDR3 
through the common block to be used in the event stepped op
eration.

TYMTRC(KWORD).......stores the present metric values
TYMTRC(MWORD) stores the previous metric values

LG

NPRVS
(NPRST)

ESTATE

LG+1 LG+2

NPRST
(NPRVS)

ESTATE

EG+2*ESTATE

LAZ(KWORDX)......... stores the present branch setup
(where KWORDX = KWORD + 2*ESTATE)

LAZ(MWORDX)......... stores the previous branch setup
(where MV/ORDX = MWORD + 2*ESTATE)

LG+2*ESTATE

ESTATE ESTATE

Figure 7-7 Configuration of Registers TYMTRC and EAZ
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7-5 Subroutine EVENT

This subroutine analyzes the sequence of channel
noise, separating it into error-free and burst-error events
as illustrated in Pig. 7- 8. In the subroutine,- IFREE,.
IBURST, and IGUARD are all measured in subblocks rather than
in bits. The resultant length of each event (both error-
free and burst-error) is stored in the register called IESS
(event stepped simulation) alternatively starting with the

1error-free event. (The first element of IESS is set to be 
zero by construction.) Another register NOISEP stores the 
corresponding error bit pattern of burst-error events con
secutively in the packed form as illustrated in Fig. 7-5-2a, 
The burst-error is defined simply by setting a guard space,
IGUARD. That is, the burst-error event starts and ends with 
a subblock that contains at least one error bit (i.e., bit 
"1"). Any error-free region longer than IGUARD is consid
ered to be an error-free event. It is readily seen that the 
registers in Pig. 7-9a represent the same noise sequence 
shown in Fig. 7-9b. .

The flowchart of this subroutine is drawn in Fig. 
7-10. Points "A" and "B" in the flowchart correspond to the
same points marked in Fig. 7-8.

1. If the noise sequence starts with an error sub- 
block, 0 (zero) must be stored as the length of the event.

2. A last burst-error event in a synchronization 
period may end with subblocks (no more than IGUARD subblocks) 
containing no error bits.



^ L + M - 1 (subblocks)

L" "I

<Hg u a r d ->

I” "tiu

* # * *Jf. ̂<- JC iC Jf. .V. Jt

"I

<-IGUARD->

3"

-it-* * ■»
Z,_TD ITT?0 'T* "Sz TpnT7TT - - ’SvIFREE— ^<— IBURST”̂*̂ --------- IrhLLlL s'< 1JJ UKo i y< lr rnjij

IFREE : error-free distance in subblocks 
IBURST : burst-error distance in subblocks 
IGUARD : guard space in subblocks

Figure 7-8 Analysis of Error-Free and Burst-Error Events
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must store "zero" by construction 
A

must start with IFREE 
A

LJ+1 LJ+2 L J + 3 ...................... LJ+LE

IES3(IEVENT) 0 21 39 26

NOISEP(I) 

(packed form)

00 11 1001 10 00 10

Example i N=2

(a) Registers IES3 & NOISEP

21(subblocks) 
-A____

39(subblocks) 
_______

26(subblocks) 
_A___r------------  ̂ r------------- \ z------------ \

0 0 0  000 01100010  0 0 0  000 1000111010  0 0 0  000 . . . .
'----- y ----- /

IBURST
^---- y ----^

IBURST

(b) The Original Noise Sequence

Figure 7-9 Analysis of Noise Sequence by Subroutine EVENT
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DIMENSION
COMMON
EQUIVALENCE

I
IE33(LJ+1)=0 NBIT=0 NREVNT=1
IEVENT=LJ+2 NW0RD=LH+1 IERR0R=0
IT0TAL=0 IA=LI+1 NTBRST=0
IFREE=0 IAN=LI+N

Print Heading 
"Error Distribution'

120 I
IT0TAL=IT0TAL+1

IFRES=IFRES+1
< LPMITOTAL

IE35(IEVENT)=IFREE

Print NREVNT.IFREE/

Generate Channel Noise 
in NOISE(IA-IAN)

(CALL CHANL3)

^ 140
NL3E=NLSE+IERR0R
NT3R3T=NTBRST*N
BERR0R=IERR0R/NTBR3T
CSRROR=IERROR/NLM

Print Final Results/

^  RETURN ^

* .......Point "A"

To the next page

Figure 7-10 Flowchart - Subroutine EVENT



300
IESS(ISVENT)=IFREE IEVENT=IEVENT+1

/Print NREVNT, I FREE /

NRSVNT=NREVNT+1
> LI IEVENT

Print Error 
Message y

I3URST=1
I3=IA

400
IZER0=0 |
— 4 ̂ Q0

STOP

IT0TAL=IT0TAL+1
IB=IB+N
IBN=IB+N-1

> LPM
TOTAL

IBURST=IBURST+1

Generate Channel Noise 
in NOISE(IB-IBN) 

(CALL CHANL3)

Yes

No
IZER0=IZER0+1

<IGUARD
ZERO

....Point "B
IBURST=IBURST-IGUARD

700

To the next pageFigure 7-10 (cont. )
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IESS(IEVENT)=IBURST 
IEVENT=IEVENT+1 GO TO 120

GO TO 140 NTBRST=NTBRST+IBURST

IC=LI+IBURST
ICN=LI+IBURST*N

Print NREVNT,IBURST 
& N0I5E(IA-ICN)

IFREE=IGUARDNREVNT=NREVNT+1

> LI
IEVENT

Print Error 
Message y

ICC=IC+IGUARD
STOP

> LK
ICC

,990
Print Error 

MessagePack NOISE(IA-ICN) 
in NOISEP 

Count errors IERROR STOP

> LPM ITOTAL

Figure 7-10 Flowchart - Subroutine EVENT (cont.)
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Mnemonics descriptions

ITOTALs total number of subblocks processed
NTBRSTs total number of subblocks in burst-error events
TERROR: total number of error bits
IBURSTs number of subblocks in each burst-error event
IZEROs number of consecutive error-free subblocks in a 

burst-error event (to check the guard space)
IFREEs number of subblocks in' each error-free event
BERRORs burst error density
GERROR: channel error rate
NBIT, NWORDs packing controllers
LI, LJ, LHs address indicators for NOISE, NOISEP, LESS

During the course of analysis, subroutine CHANL3 is 
called repeatedly to generate an N-bit segment of channel 
noise at a time in register NOISE. (See Chap. 8 for de-- 
tailed description of CHANL3.) As long as there are no 
errors, the process stays in an error-free event, and IFREE 
is incremented. Once an error occurs (Point "A" in Pig. 
7-10), the process enters a burst-error event and stays 
there until-IGUARD consecutive error-free subblocks are en
countered (Point "B"). Then it begins to count error-free 
subblocks again. This process is repeated until all the 
L+M-l subblocks are exhausted. If the parameter, IEVENT, of 
LESS exceeds the preserved address range, LI, an error mes
sage will be printed out and the program terminated. (See 
Fig. 7-2 for the address indicator, LI.) The error message
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also appears if the range of NOISE exceeds the value, LK. 
(Note that the channel noise bits are accumulated in reg
ister NOISE until the process reaches Point "B"„)

The estimated lengths of registers IESS and NOISE 
(LE and LD, respectively) are internally decided as'follows 
taking IGUARD and ERATE1 into account,

LD = N * (lO*IGUARD + ERATE1*IGUARD*10)
IF(LDD .NE. 1) LD = LDD ,
LE =2.* INT(FLOAT(LPM)/FL0AT(IGUARD) +2,)
IF(LEE .NE. 1) LE = LEE

There is no deep meaning for the above formulae, and only 
ERATE1 is used assuming a binary symmetric channel. As is 
seen, both LD and LE can be set to arbitrary values by set
ting LDD and LEE in the BLOCK DATA,

7-6 Subroutine DECDR3 
This subroutine is a modification of the subroutine 

DECDR2 presented in Sec, 6-8, with the additional functions 
required for event stepped operation. In the sequel, the 
description will be confined to the portions pertaining to 
these additional functions. The reader is referred.to Sec. 
6-6 and Sec. 6-8 in the previous chapter for a detailed de
scription of general functions of this subroutine.

The flowchart of DEGDR3 is presented in Fig. 7-H« 
Numbers appearing in the flowchart correspond to the para
graph numbers in Sec. 6-8. Letters A, B, C, D, E» F, G, & H



START

DIMENSION
COMMON
EQUIVALENCE
LOGICAL

=0IERROR

Initialize Variables IACT=0

Initialize Metric Print 
"No ErrorNREVNT=0

IT0TAL=0
ISVSNT=LJ+2
M0DE=1

RETURN

IESS 
IEVENT

IEVSNT=ISVENT+1
NREVNT=1
NACT(IEVENT-2)=0 
NACT(IEVENT-1)=0 
M0DE=2 GO TO 150

K3TKP-IES3(IEVENT) 
IEVSNT=IEVENT+1 
NSETUP=0 
MVALUE=M+(M-1)

(C)

To the next page

Figure 7 -11 Flowchart - Subroutine DECDR3



DO 800 ISTEP=1,KSTEP

=2 MODE

DO 700 IGROUP

DO 600 MSTATE=1,IE
DO 450 MAZ=MA,MZ

(4)

(5)

=2=1 MODE
=1ESTATE

AAAA=ABS (AT/ITRG ( i ) -SAMTRC -TYMTRC (IIV/ORD )T]

(6 )

(7)
600
700

To the next page

=1

AAAA
ISETUP=ISETUP+1

SAMTRC=AI'<iTRC ( i )

Pack IBS in DECP

Generate IBS(K)

RCV(IA-IAN)=.FALSE.

Unpack RCVP in RCV(N)

Transfer DECP Contents

Choose the Largest Metric

ISETUP=1
HV;0RD=LG+2

Unpack-Compare-Add Metric

Figure 7-11 Flowchart - Subroutine DECDR3 (cont.)
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= 2 (F )MODE

II3TEP=ISTEP

=LSTATEISETUP

NSETUP=NSETUP+1

SET UPX \ >  MV ALUS

705
800

=2 (G)MODE
= 1

NACT(IEVENT-2)=IESS(IEVENT-2)+IISTSP 
NACT(IEVENT-1)=IESS(IEVENT-1)-IISTEP

ITOTAL=ITOTAL+KSTEP

< LPM
ITOTAL

GO TO 150

(continues to Fig.7-1*0

Figure 7- 11 Flowchart - Subroutine DECDR3 (cont.)
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indicate the additional functions for event stepped simula
tion for which the description is to be given here.

As was noted in Chap. 3, if an error-free event 
covers an entire synchronization period, no decoding simu
lation takes place. (See (A) in the flowchart.) IACT is 
used to count the number of subblocks actually processed. 
TERROR is the number of error bits analyzed by subroutine 
EVENT. Some variables needed in the event stepped simula
tion are initialized in (3). The IF statement for (IE3S(.,) 
.NS.O) is provided for the case when the channel noise se
quence starts with a burst-error event instead of an error- 
free event.

The event stepped simulation may be best explained 
by using a trellis divided into events as shown in Fig. 7-13• 
As previously noted, subroutine EVENT returns the length of 
each event alternatively in register IESS starting with that 
of an error-free event (Fig. 7-12). KSTEP, which is used as 
the last index value in DO-loop 800, is set to be the number 
of steps in each event in (C).

LJ+1 LJ+2 LJ+3 LJ+4 LJ+5

0 I FREE I3URST I FREE IBURST

MODE: - 1 2 1 2

Figure 7-12 Register IESS



MODE i

IESSi LJ+2 LJ+6LJ+5
IFREE IBURST IFREE IBURST IFREE

Event
number
(NREYNT)

IISTEP IISTEP

ProcessedSkipped SkippedSkipped Processed

NACTi LJ+3 LJ+6LJ+5

Event
number
(NREYNT)

Figure 7-13 Event Stepped Simulation Configuration
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In order to facilitate software operation, two dif

ferent operational modes are introduced, namely, MODE = 1 
for operation during error-free events and MODE = 2 for op
eration during burst-error events. Under mode 2, the de
coding procedures are performed bit-by-bit as in DEGDR2.
Once the process enters mode 1, the decoder is switched to 
perform the following modified functions $

Since an all-zero information sequence is assumed, 
the received sequence is also all-zero in error-free events, 
and therefore, unpacking of RCVP is not necessary. (See (D) 
in the flowchart.)

The decoder is alerted to look for a typical setup 
of metric values by comparing the metric of each state, 
AMTRC(i), with the corresponding TYMTRCCj) previously com
puted by subroutine TYPMEC. 3AMTRC is the metric value of 
state 1, which must be subtracted from every metric value to 
compensate for the effects of channel errors that occurred 
in the past. In order to eliminate the effects of computa
tional error inside the machine, if the value, AAAA, is not 
greater than 0.1, it is assumed that the two metric value 
match, 'Each time they match, I3ETUP is incremented by one. 
At the end of each step (see (F) in the flowchart) if the 
value of ISETUP reaches ESTATE, the number of total states 
in the trellis, then that indicates the decoding process has 
reached the typical setup of metric values. Then using 
NSETUP as the counter, MVALUE-1 more steps are processed to
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allow the "branch expand into a full trellis. Now, the rest
of the error-free event can be skipped without any loss of

3decoding accuracy.
IISTEP is used to preserve the last value of the D0- 

loop index, ISTEP» which represents the number of steps ac
tually processed in a given error-free event as shown in Fig. 
7,-13. Adding IISTEP to IBURST and sub tracing IISTEP from 
IFREE yield the total steps actually processed and the steps 
skipped, respectively, in a given error-free and burst-error 
events pair. This result is stored in register NACT. (See 
(G) in the flowchart.)

ITOTAL keeps track of the progress of the event 
stepped simulation, and the process returns to Statement 1$0 
each time until ITOTAL reaches LPM = L + M - 1.

After completion of the decoding procedures, the re
sults are printed out as shown in the example outputs in the 
appendix. The detailed flowchart for this section presented 
in Fig. 7- 14 should be sufficient to describe the software. 
Some mnemonic names used in this section ares 

ICOUNTs total number of decoding error bits 
NTOTALs total number of subblocks already printed 
MSUB s number of subblocks actually processed each time

3. If.an error-free event is short, it is possible 
that the process reaches the next burst-error event before 
finding the typical setup. In this case no benefit will be 
gained from the event stepped simulation.
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(Continued from Fig.7-6-1)

JEVENT-LJ+l N.;OP.D^NrRST+2
NT0TAL=0 ID--I.F+1
NPIT= 0 IACT=0
TC0UNT=0

1
/  Print Heading /

GO TO 937

>  90?
NTOTAL=NTOTAL-*-NACT( JEVENT ) 
MSU3=NACT(JEVENT)
IACT=I ACT+MS1JB 
JEVENT=JEVENT+l

MSUB

IR=MSUB*Kj

/  Print NREVNT.M3UB ~J/ (steps actually processed)/
»  910

.1 J-SQ I

IDJ=LF+J |

Unpack DEC? in IDEC(50)
Count Decoding Errors:IC0UNT

/  Print IDEC(I) /  

IIR=IR-50 I

N TOTAL >LPM GO TO 950

|NRSVNT=NREVNT+1

NTOTAL=NTOTAL+HACT(JEVENT)

Z
Print NREVNT,NACT(JEVENT)

JEVZNT=JEVENT+1
NREVNT=NREVNT+1

<  LPM

GO TO 990ICOUNT

DRATE-ICO'J'JT/KL
f i ::p r v =c e r r o r /d r a t e

/  Print PRATE,FiriPRV /

_______________________C—  -  ---------------

/  Print "No decoding error

KL3E=KL3E+IC0UNT

EFAC=LPr;/lACT ] 

^  RETURN ^

GO TO 907

Figure 7-14 Flowchart - Subroutine DECDR3 
(Section(H) - Print Decoding Results)
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NREVNT: event number .
KLSEs grand total of error bits (to be used in VITAG3)
NBIT, NWORD; packing controllers
LJ, IP: address indicators for NACT, IDEC

This concludes the software description of Model-3 
developed to economize the computer time required by adopt
ing event stepped simulation rather than conventional time 
stepped simulation (Model-2).



CHAPTER 8 

INTERCHANGEABLE SUBROUTINES

In this chapter, some of the subroutines used in the 
simulations which are designed to be easily replaced by 
user-made subroutines are described briefly.

8-1 Subroutine CHANL* (IG.IGJ.IP)1
This subroutine is used in both Model-2 and Model-3 

simulations to generate a channel noise sequence. Original
ly this is written to be a binary symmetric channel with bit 
error probability, ERATEl, furnished through the common 
block.

This subroutine can be replaced by any channel model 
which generates a sequence of integers I's and.O's with bit 
"1" being an error symbol in register N0ISE(IG,.,.,IGJ) at 
each call where the number of bits to be returned, IGJ-IGtl 
= J, is J = 100 at most in Model-2, and always J = N (N is 
code digits/subblock) in Model-3. IP is used to control the 
printing of the heading for a channel model in the calling 
program. That is, IP = 1 for the heading printout, and IP = 
2 for the general operation of CHANL.

1. Subroutine names CHANL2 and CHANL3 are used in 
Model-2 and Model-3, respectively,

130
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The- "basic format this subroutine must assume is sum

marized as follows:

SUBROUTINE CHANL* (IG,IGJ sIP)
■COMMON/ERATES/ERATEl, ERATE2, ERATE?
common/dynaiVno ISE (1) ■
IF(IP .NE. . 1) GO TO 2 .
  Print the heading for a channel ....
RETURN

2 . Generate a noise sequence in
NOISE(IG .... IGJ)

RETURN
END

As is seen in the labeled common block COMMON/ERATES/, up to 
seven different parameters, which are read in by subroutine 
DATA*, can be fed into this subroutine to specify the chan
nel model desired. If the channel model employed requires 
further specification, it must be provided through this sub
routine.

8-2 Subroutine METRO*2 . .
This subroutine is needed to compute the statistics 

of the channel model to be employed in the simulation. The 
following four values to be returned by this subroutine are 
used in metric (likelihood) comparisons to be conducted dur
ing the Viterbi decoding algorithm.

ALGPOO = log Prob(ojo)
ALGP01 = log.Prob(o|l)

2. Subroutine names METRO2, and METROj are used in 
the respective programs.
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ALGP11 = log Prob(1f1)
ALGP10 = log Prob(l 0)

As is indicated in the mnemonic names, ALGPij, the log- 
likelihood function is assumed in the program for metric 
comparisons, so that the likelihood of the sequence is the 
sum of the likelihoods of the individual code symbol.

8-3 Subroutine MSSSG(IG.IGJ)
This'subroutine is called by subroutine ENCDR in 

Model-2 simulation to generate the message sequence when use 
of the encoder is requested by the user. This subroutine is 
originally Written to be an equiprobable source of 1"s and 
O's. It can be replaced by any message source which returns 
a sequence of integers I's and 0’s at each call in register 
INF(IG,..,IGJ) with IGJ-IG+1 = J where J = 100 at most. The 
labeled common block COMMON/ERATES/ may be used for the 
specification of the model,

8^4 Subroutine EVENT 
This subroutine is used in Model-3 simulation to 

analyze the channel noise sequence generated by another sub
routine CHANL3 in such a way as to facilitate the event 
stepped operation to be employed in Model-3 simulation 
scheme.

This, subroutine can be replaced by any subroutine 
which returns the two registers, IESS and NOISEP. Here,
IESS contains alternatively the lengths of error-free events
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and burst-error events (measured in subblocks rather than in 
bits) starting with that of an error-free event. The total 
number of subblocks must add up to L+M-l. Register NOISE 
must store (in the packed form) segments of an actual error 
bit sequence corresponding to the burst-error events stored 
in IE3S. This configuration has been figuratively illus
trated in Fig,. 7-9 ,-

When replacing this subroutine EVENT with a user- 
made model conforming to the above format, the allocation 
for registers lESS and NOISEP set forth in the dynamic ■allo
cation chart of Fig. 7-2 should be carefully taken into 
consideration. Also, it is advisable to imbed an error de- 
tectibnlroudiha for'an overflow of IESS from the allocated 
range. .



CHAPTER 9

SIMULATION RESULTS AND SOME DISCUSSION

This chapter presents some actual decoding simula
tion results using a CDC 6400 and a DEC-10 digital computer. 
The decoding error rates (P^) are plotted against the chan
nel error rates (Ch.Er.) in Fig. 9-1• The results obtained 
by the CDC 6400 and the DEC-10 have been combined to draw 
the figure. In this simulation, the channel model is a bi
nary symmetric channel with a pseudo-random number generator 
embedded in the computer used as the noise source. The 
codes used in the simulation are the maximum free distance, 
codes reported in Ref. [?]. '

Due to the large amount of computer time required 
for the simulation, only convolutional codes (rate R = 1/2) 
with constraint length M = 3» 4, and 5 were examined. At 
least twenty error bits were obtained for each point with 
Ch.Er. = 10” or lower marked in the figure, making the num
ber of information bits processed several million in the 
case of lower error rates. (As is shown in Appendix E, the 
benefit gained by the event stepped simulation increases 
significantly as the channel error rate decreases. However, 
the fact that more bits must be processed when P^ becomes

134
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lower will finally overwhelm even the benefit of event step
ped simulation.)

Reference [V] presents some simulation results of 
Viterbi decoding on various convolutional codes. The same 
tendency of decoding performance is observed in Fig. 9-1• 
Although the number of subblocks between synchronizations 
(which is the same as the number of information bits if K=l) 
is set to be L = 1000 in Fig. 9-1, the computer simulation 
results performed by employing the event stepped simulation 
(Model-35 showed that shortly after the decoding process en
ters an (channel) error-free, region, the branches in the 
trellis converge upon the state.with the largest metric and 
then diverge again from that state deeper into the trellis 
with the occurence of the next channel error. This behavior 
reveals, in agreement with the discussion in Ref. [V], that 
the path history of the estimated sequences can be made as 
short as "several times the constraint length" regardless of 
the number of subblocks to be processed in one trellis. 
Therefore, the termination of the trellis may be considered 
necessary only for purposes of resynchronization, and not 
for saving memory capacity in the decoder nor for preventing 
error propagation. (An extreme case of error propagation 
has been discussed briefly in the latter portion of Chap. 3 
using a so-called catastrophic code.)

Inspection of decoding error bit pattern reveals 
that most of the errors are in the form of dense bursts of
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O  .... M = 3 ^
X  •••• M = 4 H
A • • • • M = 5
(Rate K/N = 1/2)

Channel Error Rate (Ch.Er.)

.07 .04
->.....— '— r

01.007.004 .002 .001

Figure 9-1 Viterbi Decoding Simulation
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very short duration usually less than 10 bits, and 20 bits 
at most, with a density of around 0„5* This suggests the 
possibility of concatenating.the Viterbi decoder with a rel
atively simple burst-error-correcting code. Also observed 
in the figure is that when the channel is extremely noisy 
(Pg ^  .0?), the codes with the longer constraint length tend 
to yield worse performance.

In developing this software, an emphasis has been 
placed oh minimizing the memory requirements, and therefore 
the decoding simulation of the codes with fairly large con
straint length (up to M = 13 for a GDC 6400; see Sec, 4-1—4) 
is possible. This savings in memory, however, has been ac
complished at the expense of somewhat longer execution time 
due to occasional packing and unpacking operations. When 
only codes with relatively short constraint length (M = 3»- 4, 
or 5) are of interest, software with shorter execution time 
might have been developed by eliminating all packing opera
tions .

In standard operation in Model-2 and always in Mod
el-3, an all-zero information sequence is assumed. During 
the decoding simulation for both models, the metric compari
son is conducted in such a way that if a "tie" occurs, among 
two branches or more, the uppermost branch in the trellis is 
arbitrarily chosen. (This is seen in the statement,

IF (TEMTRG ,LE. AMTRC(KW0RD+1) ) GO TO 450 
just above statement 450 in subroutines DECDR2 and DECDR3.)
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Strictly speaking, this imposes a little "unfair" favor for 
the recovery of an all-zero information sequence since the 
higher the branch position is in the trellis, the closer it 
is to the all-zero path sequence in the trellis, (This sit
uation will be reversed if said statement is changed to read,

IF (TEMTRC ,LT. AMTRC(KWORD+1) ) GO TO 450 
in the software, making the decoder to pick up the lowermost 
branch in the case of tie of metric values.) .

In summary, it is concluded that the software pack
ages described here are very useful for studying the per
formance of Viterbi decoders. They can be employed either 
for tutorial purposes or for research regarding error cor
rection on real channels. In the limit of very low error 
rates and/or long constraint lengths, however, even the 
event stepped scheme (Model-3) devised here to save computer 
simulation time can be overwhelmed by the increase of the 
number of bits that have to be processed.

Model-3 may also be used indirectly to judge the 
goodness of a convolutional code as described briefly in 
Sec. 4-2-4.



APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE OUTPUTS FOR MODEL-2

Contents of each example output,, that follows are 
summarized below as easy references

Example 1 (M = 7 6 K = 1, N = 2, L = 200 x 1)
* Ch.Er. = .056 (.04-), P = No decoding error
* Encoder used (Ml = 1 )

Example 2 (M = 3» K = 1 N = 2, L = 400 x 1)
* Ch.Er. = .061 (.06)> PQ = .01
* Steps completed printout (M2 = 2)

Example 3 (M = 3, K = U  N = 3, L = 100 x 3)
* Ch.Er. = .09 (.09), P^ = No decoding error.0 ■ ■ -

* Concise output (M3 = 3)
Example 4 (M = 6» K = 2, N = 4, L = 100 x 1)

* Insufficient dimension declaration 
Example 5 (M = 3« K = 1, N = 2, L = 5 x 1 )

* Ch.Er. = .21 (. 1), P = No decoding error
* Complete intermediate steps (M4 = 5)
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A-l Example 1

SIHHLMTIOa OF THE TITEBBI DECODING ALGORITHM EOR CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

MESSAGE DIGITS PER SUBBLOCK K » 1 (BITS)
CODE DIGITS PER StIBBLOCK * » 7 (BITS)

RATE K Z * - 1 / 2 « .50000
CONSTRAINT LENGTH M - 7 (BLOCKS)

OB NH = ■ * M * 14 (BITS)

MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L ■ 200 (BLOCKS)
MESSAGE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE KL « K * L - 200 (BITS)

CODE SUBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L+M-1 ■ 206 (BLOCKS)

CODE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE N(L+M-1) ■ 412 (BITS)

ENCODER CONNECTIONS (* SPECIFIED BY SERIAL CONNECTIONS)

• SUBGENERATORS G(I,J) - I-1...K, J«1...N

6 ( 1, 1) • 1011011
G ( 1, 2) ■ 1111001

• SERIAL CONNECTIONS ICON(J) - J-1...N

REGISTER STAGE 1234567 
ICON ( 1) ■ 1011011

ICON ( 2) « 1111001

• REGISTER CONFIGURATION (PARALLEL)
INPUT 1 ----- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

• OUTPUT 1 « YOB 1 3  4 6 7
• OUTPUT 2 » *OR 1 2  3 4 7

•*»•**•«*• 673 CM ACTUALLY REQUIRED FOR DATA IDIH / 3000/



isroRiimos s eq o e b c b

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

EWCOOED SBQOEECE

00000011100110101110 
11001310110001000010 
11101300001110000010 
00000111111010011100 
111011000000

00110111001100100110
10100000011010111001
00100101111111010010
01101101100101110011

11010110001101110100
00010110011011010001
01000111111111000010
10100000001100100110

00111000110301001101
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

00111000111011111011 
10001000100000101100 
01111111111110111001 
11010010031001111010

CHAHBEL MODEL - BSC 

ERROR PATTERB

ERROR RATE « .0*00000000 (SPECIFIED BT THE OSBR)

00000300000000000000 00000000010100000000 00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000 00000000000000000100 
00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000 00000010000010010000 00000000000000000000 00000000001000000000 
10000300001000000000 00000000000000000000 00000000000100000000 00100000000100100000 00000000010100000010 
10000000000000000900 00000000900000000000 00001000000000000000 00000000000000000000 00001100000000000010 
000011000000

• CHAEREL ERROR RATE " 2 3 /  *12 » .0556252427

DECODED SEQOEBCB

00011111011001101000 01100011001000110001 01011100110101000111 11100011100001101103 10001001110010000000 
11001090001110110000 01000100110000000001 00010100110111100111 11000000011001101000 10101111010111101000

DECODIR6 ERROR PATTERB
00009000000000000000 00090000000000000000 00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000 00030000000000000000 00000000000000000000
• TEE ORIOI1AL MESSAGE CORRECTLY RECOVERED - WO DECODIBC ERROR



- TOTAL ■01BEB Or STRCHBONIZATIOI PERIODS PROCESSED

- TOTAL MESSAGE LENGTH PROCESSED ■ 200

- TOTAL CODE LENGTH PROCESSED ■ #12

- TOTAL CHANNEL ERROR RATE • 23 /

- TOTAL DECODING ERROR RATE - 0 /

< ENCODER DSHD )

(BITS)

(BITS)

SUMMARY

.0558252427

0.0000000000



A-2 Example 2

SIHOLATIOS OF THE TITERBI DECODING ALGORITHM FOR COMVOLUTIONAL CODES

MESSAGE DIGITS PER SUBBLOCK K - 1 (BITS#
CODE DIGITS PER SOB3LOCK N « 2 (BITS)
RATE K / N - 1 / 2 • .50000

CONSTRAINT LENGTH M * 3 (BLOCKS)

OR NN - N • N ■ 6 (BITS)
MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L * 400 (BLOCKS)
MESSAGE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE KL * K * L » 400 (BITS)
CODE SOBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L*M-1 ■ 402 (BLOCKS)

CODE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE N(L»M-1) " BON (BITS)

BICODER CONNECTIONS (* SPECIFIED BY SERIAL CONNECTIONS)

* SOBGENRRATORS G(I,J) - 1-1...K, J-1...N

G( 1, 1) - 101
G ( 1, 2) « 111

* SERIAL CONNECTIONS ICON(J) - J-1...I
REGISTER STAGE 123 

ICON ( 1) - 101
ICON ( 2) • 111

* REGISTER CONFIGURATION (PARALLEL)

INPUT 1---- -- 1 2 3
• OUTPUT 1 - XOR 1 3
» OUTPUT 2 - XOR 1 2 3

161 CM ACTUALLY REQUIRED FOR DATA IDIH / 3000/



CHAHNEL MODEL - BSC 

ERROR PATTERN

ERROR RATE ■ .0600000000 (SPECIFIED BY THE USER)

00000100000000000000  
00001000000000000 000 1000D000000000000000 C0000000000000000000 
10000001001000000000  
10000000000100000000  
0 0 0 0 1 iooooooooooc000 
000000 0001000 0000000  
0000

00000010000000000000 00000000000000000000 
00000000010100000000 
ooooooooooocoooooooo 000000000000 00000000 
ooooooooooocoooooooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  
00000000000001000000

ooooooooooocoooooooo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
ooooooooooocoooooooo

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000  
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
00001000000000003000 
00000000103000000000

oooooooooooooooooooo 
00000000000101000000  
00000000000000000100  00000000001ooooooooo 
00000300010100000010 
10001100000000010010  
00001000001000000000  
oooooooooooooooooooo

• CHANNEL ERROR RATE - 49 / 804 = .0609452736

SO FAR, 41 STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.
SO FAR, 82 STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.
S3 PAR, 123 STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.
SO FAR, 164 STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.
SO PAR, 205 STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.
so PAR, 246 STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.
so FAR, 287 STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.
so FAR, 328 STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.
so PAR, 369 STEPS HAVE BFEN COMPLETED.

*• ALL L+M-1 - 402 STEPS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED.

DECODED SEQUENCE

oooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo
10000000000000000000

oooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooocoooooooo

oooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo

00000000000000003000
oooooooooooooooooooo
00000000000000003000
oooooooooooooooooooo

oooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo
00000030001000000110
oooooooooooooooooooo

• DECODING ERROR RATE » 4 / 400 * .0100000000

  TOTAL NUMBER OF SYNCHRONIZATION PERIODS PROCESSED » 1

—  TOTAL MESSAGE LENGTH PROCESSED ■ 400 (BITS)

— —  TOTAL CODE LENGTH PROCESSED ■ 804 (BITS)

—  TOTAL CHANNEL ERROR RATE ■ 49 / 804 . » .0609452736

—  TOTAL DECODING ERROR RATS • 4 / 400 • .0100000000

TNl’ROVRHKNT FACTOR w 6,0945273632

SUMMARY



A-l Exanrnle 3

SIHOLATIOW OF TBR TITFBBI DFCODIFG ALGORITHM FOR CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

MESSAGE DIGITS PER SUBBLOCK K = 1 (BITS)

CODE DIGITS PER SUBBLOCK N « 3 (BITS)
RATE K / I » 1 / 3 * .33333

CONSTRAINT LENGTH H « 3 (BLOCKS)

OR SH * H * H * 9 (BITS)
MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONISATIONS L « 100 (BLOCKS)

MESSAGE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE KL ■ K * L = 100 (BITS)
CODE SUBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L+M-1 » 102 (BLOCKS)

CODE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE N(L+M-1) - 306 (BITS)

ENCODER CONNECTIONS (* SPECIFIED BY SERIAL CONNECTIONS)

* SOBGENERATORS G(I,J) - 1-1...K, J-1...R

G( 1, D - 101

G( 1, 2) - Ill

G( 1. 3) - Ill

• SERIAL CONNECTIONS ICON(J) - J-1...N
REGISTER STAGE 123 

ICON( 1) - 101
ICON ( 2) - 111

ICON ( 3) « 111

* REGISTER CONFIGURATION (PARALLEL)
INPUT 1 2 3
• OUTPUT 1 - 10 R 1 3
• OUTPUT 2 - XOR 1 2 3
• OUTPUT 3 * XOR 1 2 3

131 CM ACTUALLY REQUIRED FOR DATA IDIM / 3000/



RON WOHBBB 1
• CHANNEL ERROR RATE * 2 7 /  306 • .0682352941

• THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE CORRECTLY BECOYBRED - NO DECODING ERROR

• CHANNEL ERROR BATE ■ 33 / 306 * .1078431373

• THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE CORRECTLY RECOVERED - NO DECODING ERROR

• CHANNEL ERROR RATE - 19 / 306 « .0620915033

• THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE CORRECTLY RECOVERED - NO DECODING ERROR

-—  TOTAL BOMBER Of SYNCHRONIZATION PERIODS PROCESSED - 3

—  TOTAL MESSAGE LENGTH PROCESSED ■ 300 (BITS)

—  TOTAL CODE LENGTH PROCESSED • 918 (BITS)

—  TOTAL CHANNEL ERROR RATE ■ 79 / 918 • .0860566449

—  T O T H  DECODING ERROR RATE • 0 / 300 ■ 0.0000000000

RON NOHBER 2

RON NOHBER 3

SOHHARY

9i
jT



A-4 Example 4
14?

SIMULATION Of THE TITERBI DECODING ALGORITHM FOB CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

MESSAGE DIGITS FEB SOBBLOCK K * 2 (BITS)

CODE DIGITS PEB SOBBLOCK N * 4 (BITS)

BATE K / N «  2 /  4 ■ .50000
CONSTRAINT LENGTH H * 6 (BLOCKS)

ON NH * N • H « 24 (BITS)
MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS BETWEEN STNCHRONIZATIONS L ■ 
MESSAGE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE KL ■ K • L * 

CODE SOBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L+M-1 *

100 (BLOCKS) 
200 (BITS)

105 (BLOCKS)
CODE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE N(L»M-1) * 420 (BITS)

ENCODER CONNECTIONS (• SPECIFIED BY SERIAL CONNECTIONS) 

• S0B3ENERAT0BS G(I,J) - I»1...K, J-1...N

C( 1, 1) 111100

8< 2, 1) 111111
0( 1, 2) 000111

5 ( 2, 2) 111101

3( 1. 3) 011111

3( 2, 3) 101000

S( 1, 4) 101111

6( 2, 4) 110101

• SERIAL CONNECTIONS ICON (J) - J-1...N

REGISTER STAGE 123456789012 

ICON ( 1) • 111111111010
ICON( 2) • 101010110111

ICON ( 3) * 100111010101
ICON ( 4) » 111001110111

• REGISTER CONFIGURATION (PARALLEL)
INPUT 1 ----- 2 4 6 8 10 12
INPUT 2 ----- 1 3 5 7 9 11

• OUTPUT 1 » XOR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  11

# OUTPUT 2 » XOR 1 1 5 7 8 10 11 12

• OUTPUT 3 » XOR 1 4 5 6 8 10 12

* OUTPUT 4 ■ XOR 1 2 3 6 7 8 10 11 12



BHROR DETECTED - IKSDEEICIBHT OIHEHSTOE DECLARATION

ALTHOUGH THE ALLOCATION Of ABABTS IN COHHON/DTNAH/SET IS DYNAMICALLY ADJUSTED FOR

THE GIVEN VALUES, H, K, N, AND 1, THE DECLARED DATA IDIH/ 3000/ IS NOT ENOUGH
FOR DECODING PROCEDURE. EITHER RECONSIDER THE VALUES OF H, K, N, AND/OR L, OR

INCREASE THE VALUE OF IDIH TO IDIH » 10575 AS FOLLOWS,

DIMENSION SET ( 10575)    IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
DATA IDIH / 10575/   IN THE BLOCK DATA.



A-5 Example 5

SIHUUTIOM or THE VITERBI DECODING ALGORITHM FOB CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

MESSAGE DIGITS PEB SUBBLOCK K - 1 (BITS)

CODE DIGITS PEB SUBBLOCK * - 2 (BITS)

RATE K / N * 1 / 2 - .50000

CONSTRAINT LENGTH H * 3 (BLOCKS)

OR WM * N * M = 6 (BITS)

MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L * 5 (BLOCKS)

MESSAGE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE KL = K * L * 5 (BITS)
CODE SUBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L+M-1 = 7 (BLOCKS)

CODE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE N(L*M-1) * 14 (BITS)

ENCODER CONNECTIONS (# SPECIFIED BY SERIAL CONNECTIONS)

* SUBGENERATORS G(I,J) - 1-1...K, J-1...N

G( 1, 1) - 101
G( 1, 2) - 111

* SERIAL CONNECTIONS ICON (J) - J-1...N

REGISTER STAGE 123 

ICON ( 1) « 101

ICON ( 2) « 111

* REGISTER CONFIGURATION (PARALLEL)

INPUT 1 ------  1 2 3
* OUTPUT 1 - ZOB 1 3
♦ OUTPUT 2 - XOR 1 2  3

119 CM ACTUALLY REQUIRED FOR DATA IDIM / 3000/



IITZBBEDIATE STEPS OP THE TITERBI DECODING ALGORITHM ( REQUESTED ORDER OPTION 4 H4 - 5 )

ENCODED BRANCH SEQUENCES 

15544400000000000000

ROM NOHBER

INFORMATION SEQUENCE 
00011

ENCODED SEQUENCE 

00030011101011

CHANNEL MODEL - BSC ERROR RATE - .1000000000 (SPECIFIED BT THE USER)

ERROR PATTERN 

10000000100100

* CHANNEL ERROR RATE 3 / 14 .2142857143

ISTEP
STEP " 2, STATE

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
00000000000000300001 

STEP = 2, STATE ■ 2

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 00000000000000000000 
STEP = 2, STATE * 3

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
40000003000000000001 

STEP * 2, STATE - 4

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER
40000000000000000000

BRANCH SBQ ■ 0

BRANCH SEQ - 0

BRANCH SBQ - 1

BRANCH SEQ * 1

PREVIOUS STATES 1 
2

PREVIOUS STATES
3
4

PREVIOUS STATES 1 
2

PREVIOUS STATES
3
4

AHTRC «■ PMTRC * TEHTRC
0 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0

•1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AHTRC ♦ PMTRC = TEHTRC
•1000.000 -2.000 -1002.000
•1030.000 0.000 -1000.000
STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC = TEHTRC
0 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0

■1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC = TEMTRC
• 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
• 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - 2 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =



STEP = 3, STATE = 1 PREVIOUS STATES
1
2

ANTRC ♦ PHTBC * TEtlTBC 
-1.000 0.000 -1.000 

-1000.000 -2.COO -1002.000
DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SBQ ■ 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 1
OOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOC 1

STEP = 3, STATE = 2 PREVIOUS STATES
3
4

AMTFC ♦ PMTPC = TEHTRC 
-1.000 -1.000 -2.000 

-1000.000 -1.C00 -1001.000
DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SBQ m 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 3
4 000C0009030000G0001

STEP • 3, STATE - 3 PREVIOUS STATES
1
2

AMIRC ♦ PMTRC = TEMTRC 
-1.000 -2.000 -3.000 

-1000.000 0.000 -1000.000
DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SBQ ■ 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC » 1
2 0000C00000000000001

STEP - 3, STATE - 4 PREVIOUS STATES
3
4

AMIRC ♦ PMTRC « TEMTRC 
-1.000 -1.000 -2.000 

-1000.000 -1.000 -1001.000
DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SBQ ■ 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 3
6 00C0000000000000001

STEP - 4, STATE » 1 PREVIOUS STATES
1
2

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC 
-1.000 0.000 -1.000 
-2.000 -2.000 -4.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ ■ 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 1
0 0000000000000300001

STEP * 4, STATE « 2 PREVIOUS STATES
3
4

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC 
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000 
-2.000 -1.000 -3.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SBQ * 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 4
60000000000000300001

STEP = 4, STATE = 3 PREVIOUS STATES
1
2

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC 
-1.000 -2.000 -3.000 
-2.000 0.000 -2.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SBQ * 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 2
53000000000000000001

STEP » 4, STATE =* 4 PREVIOUS STATES
3
4

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC ■ TEMTRC 
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000 
-2.000 -1.000 -3.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SBQ m 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 4
70000000000030000001

STEP * 5, STATE * 1 PREVIOUS STATES
1
2

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC 
-1.000 -2.000 -3.000 
-3.000 0.000 -3.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SBQ m 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 1
0 0000000000000000001

STEP = 5, STATE = 2 PREVIOUS STATES
3
4

AMTRC + PMTRC - TEMTRC 
-2.COO -1.0C0 -3.000 
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SBQ « 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 3
500 0000000003000C001

STEP * 5, STATE = 3 PREVIOUS STATES
1
2

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC 
-1.000 0.000 -1.000 
-3.000 -2.00C -5.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ ■ 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 1
04000000000030000001

STEP * 5, STATE = 4 PREVIOUS STATES
3
4

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC = TEMTRC 
-2.000 -1.000 -3.000 
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ * 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 3
54000000000033000001



STEP = S, STATE = PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
00000000990000000001 

STEP * 6, STATE = 2
BRANCH SBQ ■ 0

PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
0U00000C900000000001 

STEP * 6, STATE = 3

BRANCH SEQ « 0

PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
52000000000000000001 

STEP - 6, STATE ■ 4
BRANCH SEQ « 1

PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
06900000900093000001

BRANCH SEQ - 1

STEP 7, STATE PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
04000000009000000001 

STEP = 7, STATE = 2
BRANCH SEQ ■ 0

PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
0 6000000000000000001 

STEP = 7, STATE = 3
BRANCH SBQ - 0

PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
01000000009000000001 

STEP - 7, STATE - 4
BRANCH SBQ ■ 1

PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
07000000000000000001

BRANCH SEQ ■ 1

STEP STATE PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
06000000000000000001 

STEP = 8, STATE * 2
BRANCH SEQ - 0

PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
01000000000000000001  

STEP = 8, STATE » 3
BRANCH SBQ - 0

PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
04400000000300000001 

STEP * 8, STATE - 4
BRANCH SEQ » 1

PREVIOUS

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER
01400000000000000001

BRANCH SEQ - 1

STATES1
2

STATES
3
4

STATES1
2

STATES
3
4

STATES1
2

STATES
3
4

STATES1
2

STATES
3
4

STATES1
2

STATES
3
4

STATES1
2

STATES
3
4

AMTRC ♦ PflTPC * TEilTRC
-3.000 0.000 -3.000
-3.000 -2.COO -5.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC + PMTRC - TEMTBC
- 1.000  - 1.000  - 2.000
-3.000 -1.C00 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEilTRC
-3.000 -2.000 -5.000
-3.000 0.000 -3.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC ■ TEMTRC
-1.000 -1.C00 -2.0C0
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC + PMTRC - TEMTRC
-3.000 -2.000 -5.000
- 2.000 0.000 - 2.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC » TEMTRC
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000
-2.000 -1.000 -3.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC = TEMTRC
-3.000 0.000 -3.000
-2.000 -2.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC « TEMTRC 
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000
-2.000 ' -1.000 -3.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC ■ TEMTRC
-2.000 -2.000 -4.000
-3.000 O.COC -3.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC = TEMTRC
- 2.000 0.000 - 2.000
-3.000 -2.000 -5.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =
AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC •



DECODED SEQDEBCE 
00011

DECODIHG EBHOB PATTEHN 

00000
• THE OBIGIMAL MESSAGE COBBECTLT BECOVEBBD - NO DECODING EBBOB

S05HABT

TOTAL NOHBEH OF SYNCHRONIZATION PERIODS PROCESSED * 1
TOTAL MESSAGE LENGTH PROCESSED ■ 5 (BITS)

TOTAL CODE LENGTH PROCESSED ■ IB (BITS>

TOTAL CHANNEL EBBOB BATE « 3 / 14 ■ 2142857143

TOTAL DECODING EBBOB BATE ■ 0 / 5 - 0.000000000C

1 ENCODER OSED )



APPENDIX B

EXAMPLE OUTPUTS FOR MODEL-3

Contents of each example output-that follows are 
summarized below as easy references

Example 1 (M = 3« K = 1, N = 2, L = 400 x 1)
* Ch.Er. = .061 (.06), P„ = .01e
* Benefit factor = 1.56^
* Standard output (Ml = 0 )

Example 2 (M = 4, K = 1, N = 2, L = 1000 x 5)
* Ch.Er. = .04-9 (.05), Pe = .0018
* Benefit factor - 1.370
* Concise output (Ml = 2)

Example 3 (M = 3> K = 1, N = 2, L = 33 x 1)
* Ch.Er. = ,029 (.03), PQ = No decoding error
* Benefit factor = 2.188
* Internal values printout (M2 = 2 )
* Complete intermediate printout (M3 - 5)

154



B-l Example 1
155

BfEBT STEPPED SIRULATIOI OP THE TITERDI DECODING ALGORITHM FOR CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

MESSAGE DIGITS PER SOBBLOCK K - 1 (BITS)
CODE DIGITS PER SUBBLOCK I * 2 (BITS)
RATE K / N - 1 / 2 - .50000
CONSTRAINT LENGTH H * 3 (BLOCKS)

OR N1 * N * M » 6 (BITS)
MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L - 900 (BLOCKS)

MESSAGE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE KL * K • L * 900 (BITS)
CODE SOBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L*M-1 * 902 (BLOCKS)
CODE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE W(L+M-1) ■ 809 (BITS)

ENCODER CONNECTIONS (* SPECIFIED BY SERIAL CONNECTIONS)

• SOBGENERATORS G(I,J) - 1-1.,.*,

6( 1, 1) - 101
G ( 1, 2) - 111

• SERIAL CONNECTIONS ICON(J) - J-1...1

REGISTER STAGE 123 
ICON( 1) - 101
ICON( 2) - 111

• REGISTER CONFIGURATION (PARALLEL)

INPUT 1------- 1 2 3
* OUTPUT 1 - YOB 1 3
• OUTPUT 2 « XOR 1 2  3

»«*«»•*»*» 329 CM ACTUALLY REQUIRED FOR DATA IDIH / 2000/

CHANNEL ERROR DISTRIBUTION - ANALYZED BY SUBROUTINE EVENT

—  CHANNEL MODEL - BSC ERROR RATE - .0600000000 (SPECIFIED BY THE USER)

—  GUARD SPACE (IGDABD) « 10 (SUBBLOCKS)



HHROR FREE DIST1ICB (CODE SDBBLOCKS>

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

EVERT

1 2 (SUBBLOCKS)

3 10 (SUBBLOCKS)

5 22 (SUBBLOCKS)

7 15 (SUBBLOCKS)

9 22 (SUBBLOCKS)

11 It (SUBBLOCKS)

13 13 (SUBBLOCKS)

15 16 (SUBBLOCKS)

17 22 (SUBBLOCKS)

19 12 (SUBBLOCKS)

21 19 (SUBBLOCKS)

23 16 (SUBBLOCKS)

25 It (SUBBLOCKS)

27 11 (SUBBLOCKS)

29 11 (SUBBLOCKS)

31 17 (SUBBLOCKS)

33 17 (SUBBLOCKS)

BURST ERROR DENSITY ■ t9 /
CNtSRBL ERROR RATE • t9 /

298
804

BURST ERROR PATTERN (BITS)

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVERT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

2 1 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
01

t 1 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
10

6 1 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
01

8 1 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
10

10 6 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
010000000010

12 6 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

It 18 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
01010COOCOOOOOOOOOOO1000000000000001

16 1 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
01

18 12 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
010010000310010000000001

20 11 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
1000000000100300310010

22 31 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)01000000000010000000010010000000000000010100000010 
100000000001

2t 31 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)10000000000000000010000000000000000010001100000000 010010000011
26 t (CODE SUBBLOCKS)

01000010

28 23 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
1000000000000000000010000010000000000000000001

30 1 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
01

32 1 (CODE SUBBLOCKS)
10

.164t295302 (BITS/BITS) 

.0609452736 (BITS/BITS)



DECODING RHSULT - EVENT STEPPED SINOLITIO* BI SOBBOOTINE DBCDR3

EVENT STEPPED DISTANCE (MESSAGE S08BLOCKS)

EVENT

EVENT 

EVENT 

EVENT 

EVENT 

EVENT 

EVENT 

EVENT 

EVENT 

EVENT 

EVENT 2 

EVENT ,2 

EVENT 2 

EVENT 2 

EVENT 2 

EVENT 3 

EVENT 3

• DBCODENG

* XHPROVEHEN

0 
N
16 

9 

16 

8 
5 

10 

16

5 

11

7

6 
5 

5

11 

11

ROB RATE ' 

FACTOR »

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

(SOBBLOCKS)

DECODING ERROR 

EVENT 0

EVENT 2

EVENT 4

EVENT 6

EVENT 8

EVENT 10

EVENT 12

EVENT 14

EVENT 16

EVENT 18

EVENT 20

EVENT 22

EVENT 24

EVENT 26

EVENT 28

EVENT 30

EVENT 32

PATTERN (BITS)

00
2 (MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS)

• 4 / 400 « .0100000000

CHANNEL ERROR RATE / DECODING ERROR RATE

7 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS)
OOOOCOO

7 (MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS)
0000000

7 (MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS)
0000000

7 (MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS)
0000000

12 (MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS)
000000000000

14 (MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS)00000000000000
24 (MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS) 000000000900000000000000
7 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS)

0000000

19 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS)0000000000 0000 00000
19 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS) 0000000000000000000
40 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS)0000000000 000000000000090000000000000000
39 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS) 000000000000000000100000011010000000000
10 (MESSAGE SUNBLOCKS)

0000000009

29 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS) 00000000000000000000000000000
7 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS)0000000
7 (MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS)0000000

6.09453



TOT11 or 257 STEPS OOT OP 402 STEPS HATE BEEN ACTUALLY PROCESSED.

BENEFIT FACTOR OF ETENT STEPPED SIMULATION « 402 / 257 ■ 1.56

■ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ SUMMARY

—  TOTAL NUMBER OF SYNCHRONIZATION PERIODS PROCESSED ■ 1

—  TOTAL MESSAGE LENGTH PROCESSED « 400 (BITS)

—  TOTAL CODE LENGTH PROCESSED • 804 (BITS)

—  TOTAL CHANNEL ERROR BATE ■ 49 / 804 » .0609452736

— - TOTAL DECODING ERROR RATE * 4 / 400 ■ .0100000000

—  IMPROVEMENT FACTOR ■ 6.095

***** BENEFIT FACTOR OF EVENT STEPPED SIMULATION » 402 / 257 - 1.564

(STEPS NEEDED FOB DECODING / STEPS ACTUALLY PROCESSED)

( OPTIONS HI — 0 , H2 • 0 H3 - 0 )



B-2 Example 2
159

KTEBT STEPPED SIHOL&TIOR OP THE TITEBBI DECODING ALGOBITHIt FOB CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

MESSAGE DIGITS PER SOBBLOCK K - 1 (BITS)
CODE DIGITS PER SOBBLOCK N • 2 (BITS)
BATE K / B - 1 / 2 » .50000
CONSTRAINT LENGTH 1 1 - 4  (BLOCKS)

OR HR - N * M - 8 (BITS)
MESSAGE SOBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L « 1000 (BLOCKS)
MESSAGE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE KL - K * L - 1000 (BITS)

CODE S0BBL3CKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L»M-1 - 1003 (BLOCKS)

CODE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE B(L»M-1) - 2006 (BITS)

ENCODER CONNECTIONS (• SPECIFIED BT SERIAL CONNECTIONS)

• SOB3HBBRATORS G (I,J) - 1-1.,.K, J-1...N

6 ( 1, 1) - 1101
C( 1,  2) -  1111

• SERIAL CONNECTIONS ICON(3) - 3-1...i
REGISTER STAGE 1234 

ICON( 1) » 1101

ICON( 2) « 1111

• REGISTER CONFIGURATION (PARALLEL)
IN POT 1 ---—  1 2  3 4
• OUTPUT 1 - XOR 1 2  4

• OUTPUT 2 - TOR 1 2  3 4

**$*$,***» 554 CS ACTUALLY REQUIRED FOB DATA IDIH / 2000/

BURST ERROR DENSITY » 112 / 664 - .1606746988 (BITS/BITS)
CHANNEL ERROR PATE - 112 / 2006 - .0558325025 (BITS/BITS)

• DECODENG ERROR RATE * 6 / 1000 * .0060000000

• IMPROVEMENT FACTOR - CHANNEL ERROR RATH / DECODING ERROR RATE * 9.30542



RON NUMBER . 2
BURST ERROR DENSITY 

CHANNEL ERROR RATE

87 / 648

87 / 2006

.1342592593

.0433698903

(BITS/BITS)

(BITS/BITS)

• HO DECODING ERROR - THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE CORRECTLY 

BURST ERROR DENSITY » 115 / 862

CHANNEL ERROR RATE ■ 115 / 2006

RECOVERED 

■ .1334106729

« .0573280160

(BITS/BITS)

(BITS/BITS)

* 10 DECODING ERROR - THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE CORRECTLY

BURST ERROR DENSITY » 95 / 696
CHANNEL ERROR RATE - 95 / 2006

* DECODENG ERROR RATE * 3 / 1000 - .0030000000

* IMPROVEMENT FACTOR = CHANNEL ERROR RATE / DECODING

BURST ERROR DENSITY » 85 / 548

CHANNEL ERROR RATE ■ 85 / 2006

RECOVERED

- .1364942529

- .0473579262

ERROR RATE *

» .1551094891

- .0423728814

(BITS/BITS)

(BITS/BITS)

15.78598

(BITS/BITS)

(BITS/BITS)

* NO DECODING ERROR - THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE CORRECTLY RECOVERED

RON NUMBER

RON MOHBER

RON NUMBER

SUMMARY

TOTAL NUMBER OP SYNCHRONIZATION PERIODS PROCESSED ■ !

TOTAL MESSAGE LENGTH PROCESSED • 5000 (BITS)

TOTAL CODE LENGTH PROCESSED - 10030 (BITS)

TOTAL CHANNEL ERROR RATE • 494 / 10030

TOTAL DECODING ENRON BATE » 9 / 5000

IMPROVEMENT FACTOR « 27.362

.0492522433

.0018000000

••••• BENEFIT FACTOR OF EVENT STEPPED SIMULATION - 5015 f

(STEPS NEEDED FOR DECODING / STEPS ACTUALLY PROCESSED)

3661 1.370

( OPTIONS 11 ■ 2 , 12 — 0 , 13 — 0 )



B-3 Example 3
1 6 1

ETEHr STEPPED SIHOUTIOH OF THE TITERBI DECODING ALGORITHM FOR CONVOLOTIONAL CODES

MESSAGE DIGITS PER SUBBLOCK K • 1 (BITS)

CODE DIGITS PER SUBBLOCK * ■» 2 (BITS)
RATE K / » ■ 1 / 2 « .50000

COBSTBATRT LENGTH H • 3 (BLOCKS)
OR NH ■ K * M » 6 (BITS)

MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS BETWEEN STNCHRONIZAXIOMS L - 33 (BLOCKS)

MESSAGE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE KL * K * L * 33 (BITS)
CODE SUBBLOCKS BETWEEN SYNCHRONIZATIONS L+M-1 * 35 (BLOCKS)

CODE SYNCHRONIZATION DISTANCE M(L»M-1) » 70 (BITS)

ENCODE* CONNECTIONS (* SPECIPIED BY SERIAL CONNECTIONS)

• SUBGENERATORS G(I,J) - 1*1...K, J*1...N

G( 1, 1) * 101
6( 1, 2) * 111

• SERIAL CONNECTIONS ICON(J) - J-1...N

REGISTER STAGE 123 

ICON ( 1) * 101
ICON( 2) * 111

• REGISTER COBPIGURATION (PARALLEL)
INPUT 1 — —  1 2  3
• OUTPUT 1 * ION 1 3
* OUTPUT 2 * IOR- 1 2  3

ADDRESS INDICATORS TOR ARRAYS IN COMBON/DYNAM/ (BY SUBROUTINE DATA3) - OPTION 2 (S2-2)

LA LB LC LD LB IT LG LH LI LJ LK LM LP LQ LR IS 

6 1 2 205 10 37 7 15 27 17 232 16 13 46 87

232 CM ACTUALLY REQUIRED FOR DATA IDIH / 2000/



••• ENCODED BRANCH SEQUENCES (ENBPP) IN AN OCTAL PORM (BY SUBROUTINE EBSEQ3) - OPTION 2 (H2»2)

155H4N00000000000001

TYPICAL SETUP OP METRIC VALUES (BY SUBROUTINE TV NEC) - OPTION 2 (H2-2)

STATE « 1 PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC TEMTRC
1 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 -1000.000 -2.000 -1002.000 STATE CHOSEN ■ 1

STATE - 2 PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC ■ TFHTRC
3 -1000.000 -1 .000 -1001.000
4 -1000.000 -1 .000 -1001.000 STATE CHOSEN » 3

STATE - 3 PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC ■ TRHTRC
1 0.000 -2.000 -2.000
2 -1000.000 0.000 -1000.000 STATE CHOSEN » 1

STATE - # PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC * TEMTRC
3 -1000.000 -1.000 -1001.000
4 -1000.000 -1.000 -1001.000 STATE CHOSEN « 3

STATE • 1 PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC « TEMTRC
1 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 -1001.000 -2.000 -1003.000 STATE CHOSEN ■ 1

STATE - 2 PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC ■ TEHTRC
3 -2.000 -1.000 -3.000
4 -1001.000 -1.000 -1002.000 STATE CHOSEN ■ 3

STATE - 3 PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC ■ TEMTRC
1 0.000 -2.000 -2.000
2 -1001.000 0.000 -1001.000 STATE CHOSEN - 1

STATE » « PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC » TEMTRC
3 -2.000 -1.009 -3.000
4 -1001.000 -1.000 -1002.000 STATE CHOSEN » 3

STATE * 1 PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC ■ TEMTRC
1 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 -3.000 -2.000 -5.000 STATE CHOSEN ■ 1

STATE - 2 PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC ■ TEMTRC
3 -2.090 -1.000 -3.000
4 -3.000 -1.000 -4.000 STATE CHOSEN ■ 3

STATE » 3 PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC » TEMTRC
1 0.000 -2.000 -2.000
2 -3.000 0.000 -3.000 STATE CHOSEN - 1

STATE • « PREVIOUS STATES TTMTRC PHTRC ■ TEMTRC
3 -2.000 -1.000 -3.000
4 -3.000 -1.000 -4.000 STATE CHOSEN > 3

STEP

STEP

STEP

* TYPICAL SETUP OP METRIC VALUES ( HYALUB ■ 3 )

0.00030 -3.00000 -2.00000 -3.00000

RUN NUMBER

CHANNEL ERROR DISTRIBUTION ANALYZED BY SUBROUTINE EVENT

162



—  CRAMEL MODEL - BSC EBBOi BATE - .0300000000 (SPECIFIED BT THE OSER|

—  QOARD SPACE (IGOABD) ■ 10 (SOBBLOCKS)

ElBOB PBEB DISTAECE (CODE SOBBLOCKS)

BTEBT 1 2 (SOBBLOCKS)

ETEIT 3 10 (SOBBLOCKS)

SVEIT 5 21 (SOBBLOCKS)

BOBST EBBOB PATTEBB (BITS)

EVENT 2

EVENT «
01

10

1 (CODE SOBBLOCKS)

1 (CODE SOBBLOCKS)

BOBST EBBOB DENSITY 

CHANNEL EBBOB RATE

2 / B - .5000000000 (BITS/BITS)

2 / 70 - .0265714286 (BITS/BITS)

*** NOISE SEQOENCE IN BOBST EBBOR EVENTS (VOISEP) IN AM OCTAL FORM (BY SOBBOOTINE EVENT) - OPTION 2 (H2»2)

30000000000000000001

*$$ REGISTER (IESS) FOB EVENTS (BY SOBBOOTINE EVENT) - OPTION 2 (H2-2)

2 1 10 1 21

STEP - 1, STATE

DECODED SEQOENCE REGISTER 0 000000000300000 0000 
STEP ■ 1, STATE • 2

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOO 

STEP « 1, STATE - 3

DECODED SEQOENCE REGISTER 
40000000000000000000 

STEP ■ 1, STATE » 4

DECODED SEQOENCE REGISTER 
49000000000000000000

BRANCH SBQ - 0

BRANCH SBQ ■ 0

BRANCH SBQ » 1

BRANCH SBQ - 1

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

3
4

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

3
4

AMTRC ♦ PNTRC • TEMTBC0.000 0.000 0.000
• 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - 2 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *

AMTRC » PMTPC - TPMTRC
• 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
- 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
STATE WITH M E  LARGEST METRIC *

AMTRC » PNTRC * TEMTRC
0.000 - 2.000 - 2.000

• 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
• 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
• 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 1 . 0 0 0
STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC -

*** ISETUP - 2

EVENT

OxXjJ



BTBUT
STEP - 2, STATE

DECODED SE30EECE REGISTER 
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 

STEP * 2, STATE «

DECODED SEOOEMCE REGISTER 
6 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

STEP ■ 2, STATE *

DECODED 3EQ0BRCE REGISTER 
20000000000000000000  

STEP - 2, STATE ■

DECODED SE30BIICB REGISTER 
60000000000000000000

BRANCH SEQ ■ 0

BRANCH SEQ - 0

BRANCH SEQ ■ 1

BRANCH SEQ - 1

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

34
PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

34

AtllPC ♦ PfllPC « TE1TRC
0.000 0.000 o.oco•1001.000 -2.000 -1001.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC -

AfTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTBC
-2.000 -1.000 -3.000-1001.000 -1.000 -1002.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *

ANTRC ♦ PMTRC ■ TEMTRC
0.000  - 2.000  - 2.000

• 1001.000  0.000  - 1001.000
STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC « TEMTRC
-2.000 -1.000 -3.000

• 1 0 0 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC -

ISETUP
EVENT

STEP " 1, STATE ■

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 00000000003000000000 
STEP * 1, STATE ■

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
20000000000000001000  

STEP ■ 1, STATE ■

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
10000000000000000000  

STEP « 1, STATE •

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
70000000000000000000

BRANCH SEQ - 0

BRANCH SEQ « 0

BRANCH SEQ ■ 1

BRANCH SEQ ■ 1

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

3
4

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

3
4

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC » TEMTRC0.000 - 1.010 -1 .000 
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC -

AMTRC » PMTRC » TEMTRC
-2.000 3.000 -2.000
-3.000 -2.000 -5.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
0.300 -1.000 -1.000

-3.000 -1.000 -4.COO
STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC -

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC
-2.000 -2.300 -4.000
-3.000 0.000 -3.003

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC »

EVENT
STEP 1, STATE

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
0 0000000000000000003 

STEP - 1, STATE -

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
10000000000000000030 

STEP - 1, STATE ■

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
24000000000000000000 

STEP » 1, STATE •

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER
14000000000000000030

BRANCH SEQ - 0

BRANCH SEQ • 0

BRANCH SEQ - 1

BRANCH SEQ • 1

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

3
4

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

3
4

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
-1.000 3.000 -1.000
-2.000 -2.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
-1. 000 - 1.POO -2.000
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =
AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
-1.000 -2.003 -3.000
- 2.000 0.000 - 2.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *
AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
- 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 2 . 0 0 0
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC -

ISETUP « 1



SVBIT
STEP 2, STATE

DECODED SEOtEKCE REGISTER 
000OOOOOOOlOOCOOCOOO 

STEP * 2, STATE -

DECODED SE30EWCE REGISTER 
2100000009OOOOOOOO^O 

STEP * 2, STATE «

DECODED SE30ESCE REGISTER 
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

STEP - 2, STATE -

DECODED SEQOESCE REGISTER 
26000000000000000000

BBARCK SEQ - 0

BE ARCH SEQ * 0

BRANCH SEQ • 1

BRANCH SEQ » 1

PRETIOOS STATES 1 2
PRETIOOS STATES34
PRETIOOS STATES 1 2
PRETIOOS STATES

3
4

ARTEC ♦ P1TRC » TERTRC-1.000 0.000 -1.000
-2.000 -2.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC ■ TEMTRC
-2.000 -1.000 -3.000
-2.000 -1.000 -3.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *
AMTRC ♦ PMTRC « TEMTRC
-1.000 -2.000 -3.000
- 2.000 0.000 - 2.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *
AMTRC
- 2.000
- 2.000

PMTRC
- 1 . 0 0 0
- 1 . 0 0 0

TEMTRC
-3.000
-3.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC

ISETUP
EVERT

STEP 3, STATE -

DECODED SEQ05NCE REGISTER 
000 00000000900000030 

STEP * 3, STATE -

DECODED 5EQ9ENC2 REGISTER 
12000000000000000000  

STEP » 3, STATE ■

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
01000000000930000000 

STEP » 3, STATE *

DECODED SBQDESCE REGISTER 
13000090000000000000

BRANCH SEQ ■ 0

BRANCH SEQ • 0

BRANCH SEQ * 1

BRANCH SEQ - 1

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

3
4

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

3
4

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC « TEMTRC-1.000 0.000 -1.000
-3.000 -2.COO -5.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC
-2.COO -1.000 -3.000
-3.000 -1.009 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
-1.000 -2.000 -3.000
-3.000 0.COO -3.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC = TEMTRC 
-2.000 -1.000 -3.000
-3.000 -1.009 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =
***»•«*«**** ISETUP

EVENT
STEP * STATE

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
09000099009000009090 

STEP - 1, STATE -

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

STEP - 4, STATE ■

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
09490000000000000900 

STEP ■ 4, STATE ■

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER
01400000000000000900

BRANCH SEQ ■ 0

BRANCH SEQ ■ 0

BRANCH SEQ • 1

BRANCH SEQ ■ 1

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

3
4

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

3
4

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC » TEMTRC
-1.009 0.000 -1.000
-3.000 -2.000 -5.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC •

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000
-3.000 -1.900 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC =

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
-1.C00 -2.990 -3.000
-3.000 0.000 -3.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC • TEMTRC
-3.009 -1.900 -4.000
-3.000 -1.090 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *

ISETUP « 4



Step - 5, STATE ■ 1 PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
DECODED SEQUBBCE REGISTER 
OOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOD 

STEP « 5, STATE - 2

DECODED 323JEMCK REGISTER 
OOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOO 

STEP - 5, STATE - 3

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

STEP - S, STATE * *

DECODED SEQOERCE REGISTER 
00600000000000000000

RBARCH SEQ - 0

PREVIOUS STATES 
3 
a

BRANCH SEQ • 0

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
BRANCH SEQ ■ 1

PREVIOUS STATES 
3 A

BRANCH SEQ * 1

STEP 6, STATE

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
OOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

STEP - 6, STATE -

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

STEP » 6, STATE »

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
00100000000000000000 

STEP ■ 6, STATE «

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
00 300000000000000000

BRANCH SEQ - 0

BRANCH SEQ • 0

BRANCH SEQ ■ 1

BRANCH SEQ * 1

PREVIOUS

PREVIOUS

PREVIOUS

PREVIOUS

STATES12
STATES34
STATES12
STATES
3
a

*****
STEP 1. STATE

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 00000000000000000000 
STEP » 1, STATE «

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
00300000000000000000 

STEP - 1, STATE •

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 000AO000000000000000 
STEP • 1, STATE •

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER
•001A0000000000000000

BRANCH SEQ - 0

BRANCH SEQ ■ 0

BRANCH SEQ ■ 1

BRANCH SEQ • 1

PREVIOUS

PREVIOUS

PREVIOUS

PREVIOUS

STATES12
STATES
3
A

STATES12
STATES
34

ANTRC ♦ PA IRC » TBATPC-1.000 0.000 -1.000
-4.000 -2.000 -6.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC - 1

ANTRC ♦ P1TRC » TBNTRC
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000
-4.000 -1.000 -S.000

STATE 4 IT II THE LARGEST METRIC - 3

ANTRC » PNTRC « TENTRC
-1.000 -2.000 -3.000
-4.000 0.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 1

AMTRC ♦ PNTRC • TENTRC
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000
-4.000 -1.000 -5.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC ■ 3
ISKTUP ■ A

■ -- -- -  ------     EVENT 3
ANTRC ♦ PNTRC • TENTRC-1.000 0.000 -1.000
-4.000 -2.000 -6.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 1

ANTRC ♦ PNTRC « TENTRC
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000
-4.000 -1.000 -5.0C0

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 3

ANTRC ♦ PNTRC * TENTRC
-1.000 -2.000 -3.000
-4.000 0.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 1

ANTRC ♦ PNTRC - TENTRC
-3.000 -1.000 -4.000
-4.000 -1.000 -5.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 3
***** ISETUP * 4
 ..........       EVENT A

ANTRC ♦ PNTRC - TENTRC
- 1 . 0 0 0  - 1 . 0 0 0  - 2 . 0 0 0
-4.000 -1.000 -5.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC - 1

ANTRC ♦ PNTRC ■ TENTRC
-3.000 -2.000 -5.000
-4.000 0.000 -4.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * A
ANTRC ♦ PNTRC » TENTRC
- 1.000  - 1.000 - 2.000
-4.000 -1.000 -5.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC - 1

ANTRC ♦ PHTRC * TENTRC
-3.000 0.000 -3.000
-4.000 -2.000 -6.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC • 3

1 66



m w t
STEP - 1, STATE - 1 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ P1TRC * TBMTPC

1 -2.000 0.000 -2.000
2 -4.000 -2.000 -6.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 1
00000000000000000090

STEP - 1, STATE « 2 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC » P1TPC * TEMTRC
3 -2.000 -1.000 -3.000
* -3.POO -1.P00 -4.000

DECODED SEQOERCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC - 3
000*0000000000000000

STEP « 1, STATE » 3 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC ■ TEMTRC
1 -2.000 -2.000 -4.000
2 -4.000 0.000 -4.000

DECODED SEQOERCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC ■ 1
00020000000000000009

STEP - 1, STATE » * PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC ■ TEMTRC
3 -2.000 -1.000 -3.000
« -3.000 -1.000 -4.000

DECODED SEQOERCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST 1METRIC * 3
00060000000000000000

STEP * 2, STATE » 1 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC » PMTRC « TEMTRC
1 -2.000 0.000 -2.COO
2 -3.000 -2.010 -5.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC « 1
00000000000000000090

STEP ■ 2, STATE ■ 2 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC
3 -4.009 -1.000 -5.000
* -3.000 -1.000 -4.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 4
00060000000000000000

STEP - 2, STATE - 3 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC TEMTRC
1 -2.900 -2.000 -4.000
2 -3.000 0.000 -3.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 2
00050000000000000000

STEP - 2, STATE - * PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
3 -4.000 -1.000 -5.000
* -3.000 -1.000 -4.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 4
00070000000000000000

****#*$$$**# ISETOP = 1
STEP * 3, STATE - 1 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC

1 -2.000 0.000 -2.000
2 -4.000 -2.000 -6.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 1
00900000009000000090

STEP - 3, STATE - 2 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC » PMTRC - TEMTRC
3 -3.000 -1.000 -4.000
4 -4.000 -1.000 -5.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC ■ 3
0 0050000000000000000

STEP - 3, STATE ■ 3 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC
1 -2.009 -2.000 -4.000
2 -4.000 0.000 -4.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC » 1
0000*000009000000000

STEP - 3, STATE ■ * PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
3 -3.000 -1.000 -4.000
4 -4.009 -1.000 -5.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ a 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC - 3
0 905*000000000000000

ISBTOP ■ 2



STEP » 4, STATE » 1 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC TEMTRC
1 -2.000 0.000 -2.000
2 -4.000 -2.000 -6.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ ■ 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 1
00000000000000000010

STEP * 4, STATE * 2 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
3 -4.000 -1.000 -5.000
4 -4.003 -1.000 -5.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ ■ 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 3
00004OOC00001000000 0

STEP - 8, STATE • 3 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC * TEMTRC
1 -2.000 -2.010 -4.000
2 -4.000 0.000 -4.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ * 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 1
0 0002000000000000000

STEP - 4, STATE ■ 4 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC » PMTRC TEMTRC
3 -4.000 -1.000 -5.000
4 -4.000 -1.000 -5.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ * 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC » 3
00006000000000000000

STEP ■ 5, STATE • 1 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
1 -2.000 0.000 -2.000
2 -5.000 -2.000 -7.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ ■ 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC - 1
ooooocoooooooooooooo

STEP * 5, STATE • 2 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC TEMTRC
3 -4.000 -1.000 -5.000
4 -5.000 -1.000 -6.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ ■ 0 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC - 3
00002000000000000000

STEP = 5, STATE - 3 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
1 -2.000 -2.000 -4.000
2 -5.COO 0.000 -5.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ • 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC = 1
00001000000000000000

STEP - 5, STATE ■ 4 PREVIOUS STATES AMTRC ♦ PMTRC = TEMTRC
3 -4.000 -1.000 -5.000
4 -5.COO -1.000 -6.000

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER BRANCH SEQ ■ 1 STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC * 3
0 0003000000000000000

•*•***•***•* ISETOP * 4

EVENT

EVENT

EVENTSTEP 6, STATE

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
00000000000100000000  

STEP ■ 6, STATE «

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 
00001000000000000000  

STEP ■ 6, STATE ■

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER 00000000000000000000 
STEP • 6, STATE •

DECODED SEQUENCE REGISTER
00001*00000000000000

BRANCH SEQ • 0

BRANCH SEQ ■ 0

BRANCH SEQ ■ 1

BRANCH SEQ • 1

PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

34
PREVIOUS STATES 1 2
PREVIOUS STATES

34

AUTRC ♦ PSTRC - TE1TRC
- 2.000 0.000 - 2.000
-5.000 -2.000 -7.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC -

AUTRC ♦ PMTRC * TENTRC
-4.000 -1.000 -5.000
-5.000 -1.000 -6.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC *
AUTRC ♦ PMTRC - TEMTRC
-2.000 -2.0"0 -4.000
-5.000 0.000 -5.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC «

AMTRC ♦ PMTRC ■ TEMTRC
-4.000 -1.000 -5.000
-5.000 -1.000 -6.000

STATE WITH THE LARGEST METRIC »
************ ISETOP ■ 4



DECODING RESULT - EVERT STEPPED SIMULATION BY SUBROUTINE DECDR3

EVENT STEPPED DISTANCE (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS)

EVENT 1

EVENT 3

EVENT 5

0 (SUBBLOCKS) 

4 (SUBBLOCKS) 

15 (SUBBLOCKS)

DECODING ERROR PATTERN (BITS)

EVENT 0 2 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS)00
EVENT 2 7 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS)0000000
EVENT 4 7 (MESSAGE SUBBLOCKS)0000000

• NO DECODING ERROR - THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE CORRECTLY RECOVERED

TOTAL OP 16 STEPS OUT OP 35 STEPS HAVE BEEN ACTUALLY PROCESSED.
BENEFIT FACTOR OF EVENT STEPPED SIMULATION « 35 / 16 * 2.19

SUMMARY

TOTAL NUMBER OF SYNCHRONIZATION PERIODS PROCESSED ■ 

TOTAL MESSAGE LENGTH PROCESSED ■ 33 (BITS)

TOTAL CODE LENGTH PROCESSED » 70 (BITS)

TOTAL CHANNEL ERROR RATE * 2 /

TOTAL DECODING ERROR RATE » 0 /

70 - .0285714286 

33 » 0.0000000000

***** BENEFIT FACTOR OF EVENT STEPPED SIMULATION « 35 /
(STEPS NEEDED FOR DECODING / STEPS ACTUALLY PROCESSED)

< OPTIONS HI — 0 , M 2 "  2 .  M 3 "  5)

16 2.188



APPENDIX C

EXECUTION TIME ON THE GDC 6400

In this appendix, some curves of the execution time 
required for the simulation on the GDC 6400 computer are 
presented to serve as a reference for the cost of simulation. 
In all cases, the level of optimization the compiler will 
perform is set to be OPT = 2, the fastest object code mode. 
Since the software contains multi-nested DO-loops for de
coding procedures, the most efficient object code structure 
will be produced by this mode.

Figure 0-1 shows the execution time requirement for 
codes with various constraint lengths (M = 1, 2, 3> 11)
with rates, R = 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 for each constraint length. 
The number^of subblocks processed, L, is set to be L = 100.
It is seen in the figure that the increase of constraint 
length by one doubles the execution time as is expected, 
since the number of states is doubled.

Figure C-2 shows the linear increase in execution 
time as 1 gets larger. The results are plotted for M = 3,
M = 4, and M = 5 with R = K/N = 1/2.

F i g u r e s  0-1 and C-2 are obtained for Model-2 simu
lation; if Model-3 (the event stepped simulation) is used,
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the execution time is expected to be reduced significantly.
In Fig; C-3 the "benefit factor" which is defined to be the 
ratio of the number of steps to be processed to the number 
of steps actually processed, and which is also dependent on 
the channel error rate, is extrapolated up to the channel 
error rate of 0.002 for codes with different constraint 
lengths (M = '3 to M = 7). Naturally, the lower the channel 
error rate, the more benefit can be yielded by the event 
stepped simulation. It is also shown that the longer con
straint length-code benefits less because it takes more 
steps to reach a "typical setup" of the trellis in an error- 
free event.

All the codes used in Figs. C -1, 0-2, and 0-3 are 
maximum free distance codes [7] and the guard space, IGUARD 
= 10, was used for all channel error rates in Fig. C-3»
Using these three figures, one can obtain an idea as to com
puter time needed for the execution of Model-2 and Model-3 
simulation packages for a particular set of data of interest.
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Figure C -1 Execution Time (Model-2)
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Figure C-2 Execution Time (Model-2)
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Figure C-3 Execution Time (Model-3)



APPENDIX D

DEC-10" VERSION OP MODEL-3 SIMULATION

Software simulation packages Model-2 and Model-3 are 
written in near-ANSI Standard Fortran language. In the fol
lowing a brief discussion of the DEC-10 version of the pro
gram is presented to point out some precautions necessary 
when placing the software in other systems, primarily focus
ing on the DEC-10 version for Model-3 event stepped simula
tion package.

The DECsystem 10 being a time sharing machine, a 
great deal of emphasis was placed on modifying the program 
in such a way that it works in an "interactive" fashion with 
the user of the program. For this purpose, nine "monitor" 
subroutines called M0NTR1, M0NTR2, M0NTR3, ..., M0NTR9, are 
introduced and all the data specifications are done through 
these subroutines. A simplified flowchart is provided for 
the DEC-10 version of Model-3 in Fig, D-l.

For non-standard masking operations, function SHIFT, 
which is not available in the DEC-10, must have been trans
ferred into, the system. Function LOCF has been also added 
to eliminate the necessity for the user to set the parameter 
IDIM in the BLOCK DATA. (Function LOCF is available in the
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( START )

COMMON

CALL DATA] RE
CALL METRC]

CALL EBSEQ]

CALL TYPMEC

Initialize Variables

CALL EVENT

CALL DECDR]

ISYNC=ISYNC-1

ISYNC

Check decoding results

CALL M0NTR9

)RETURN

- VITAC] -

CALL M0NTR1
(IPT.ISF)

CALL MONTH2
CALL MONTH3
CALL M0NTR4
CALL MONTH5
CALL MONTH6
CALL MONTH?
CALL MONTHS

Figure D -1 Flowchart - DEC-10 Version (Model-3)



GDC Fortran Extended but was not included in the original 
GDC version because of its being non-ANSI} see Sec. 4-3.) 
Both LOCF and SHIFT must be declared to be INTEGER in the 
program. The value for NRW, the number of bits available in 
one word of a DEC-10 computer, must be set to be 36 in the 
BLOCK DATA.

It was found that the arrays ENBRP and DEC? must be 
declared to be INTEGER. Otherwise the simulation results 
are unpredictable, even if there is no error detected by the 
computer itself. The reason being that both ENBRP and DECP 
are manipulated with integer-mode variables under masking 
operations and are also in the packed form; "Bits" contents 
of these registers are of interest for the decoding proce
dures rather than what they represent as words. Function 
XOR(A,B) has been changed to the DEC-10 function A.XOR.B. 
Also, the pseudo-random number generator has the form RAN(N) 
in the DEC-10.

To use the interactive feature of the DEC-10, all
the output statements are prepared in dual; one for display
at the terminal (IPT = 1), and one for storage in the file
(ISP = 1 )  which can later be read out in any form. A switch
is provided before each output statement to control these
two output options. Interactive monitoring is incorporated
in such a way that at the end of each execution, the user 
can reach M0NTR9, which allows continuous repetetion of the
decoding procedures (IEX = 1). In this fashion, the user
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can decide, without logging off the computer, whether to 
continue the simulation or not by monitoring the final simu
lation results of channel error rate, decoding error rate, 
and so on, automatically accumulated up to that point. .



APPENDIX E

SOFTWARE LOGIC UNITS

The packing operation in Sec. 5-3-1 and the unpacking 
operation in Sec. 5-3-2 will be elaborated in this appendix. 
The description here should be considered as a continuation 
of the respective section of each operation.

E-l Packing Operation 
Internally an integer "1" is represented as below8

Integer "1" s 0 0 O o 0 0 1
.1

After a SHIFT-ing
k MPW - ..... ..<1i

:s. like soperation, varible MSK typically look

MSK s 0 0 . . .  0 1 0 o o e o o e 0 0 0
 iBIT— — >|

That is, bit "1" is located at the bit position to be manip
ulated.

If the bit to be packed (Rname) is "0" (or logical 
.FALSE.), ".NOT. MSK" is AND-ed to the iWORD-th word of the 
register to be packed into 8

1. These operations involve nonrstandard masking 
operations. Functions SHIFT, AND, and OR are used for bit 
manipulation.
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.NOT. MSK t

iBIT .AND.

RnameP(iWORD) t 
(before packing)

RnameP(iWORD) % 
(after packing)

o
-unchanged- -unchanged-

H iBIT

If the bit to be packed (Rname) is "I” (or logical 
.TRUE.), MSK is OR-ed with RnameP(iWORD)i

MSK ; 0 0 • . . 0 0 1 0 0 . . . 0 0

iBIT .OR.

RnameP(iWORD) : 
(before packing)

RnameP(iWORD) t 
(after packing)

-unchanged- -unchanged-

iBIT

E-2 Unpacking Operation
SHIFT-ing is done in the same fashion as in the

packing operation. The resultant word is AND-ed with the
iWORD-th word of register RnameP in which the bit about to 
be unpacked is found, as illustrated below*
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SHIFT( 1,---) :

RnameP(iWORD)

MSK

0 0 . . . 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
|z iBIT - u V/ X\ JJ .AND •

X

o
0 0 . . . 0 0 X 0 0 . . . 0 0

iBIT

If the bit to be unpacked, X, is "0", then MSK rep
resents an all-zero word, i.e., MSK = 0. On the other hand, 
if X is "I”, then MSK / 0. Therefore, the (iBIT+1)th bit of 
RnameP(iWORD) is known by checking "IF(MSK.NE.0)."
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